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This month s coverfeatures a Bornean Orangutan (Pongo p.pygmaeus) drawn by Marie Tester, a Docent
and Research Volunteer at the Los Angeles Zoo and Botanical Gardens in Los Angeles, CA. In the draw-
ing the orang named Eloise uses a sheetfor a sunshade. She also likes to use burlap bags and cardboard
boxes provided by the Zoo s Behavioral Enrichment (B.E.) staff Volunteers and keepers fill bamboo with

raisins, mustardand honey. They sprinkle nuts andfruits around the exhibit. They bring something different

every day. Often the orangutans will use something they are given in a way volunteers and keepers hadn ’t

predicted. Keepers gave the orangutans rattan baskets expecting the apes to carry things around in them.

Instead, they used their exceptional manual dexterity to unweave the baskets, showing off to each other

the longest pieces ofrattan. Orangutans are the largest arboreal mammalsfound on earth today. They
are semi-solitary animals, but complex social networks ofloose relationships are maintained between
members ofa community. Males tend to dispersefurther thanfemales at maturity. More than 500 plant
species have been recorded in their diet. Fruits make up more than 60% of their average total intake

but their diet also includes leaves, barks, flowers and insects. Females generally give birth to a single

infant after a gestation period ofapproximately 245 days. Female Bornean orangutans reach maturity

between 10 and 15 years old and reproduce every six to eightyears on average. Next to human, orang-

utans spend the longest period of time rearing their offspring. There has been an estimated decline of
orangutan well over 50% during the last 60 years. The decline ofthe species is predicted to continue at

this rate, primarily because offorest loss due to conversion offorest to agriculture andfires, although

poaching and thepet trade also contribute to this species ’declining numbers. The Bornean orangutan is

afully protected species in both Malaysia and Indonesia legislation. This species is listed on Appendix
I ofCITES and also listed as Endangered on the IUCNRed List. Thanks, Marie!

Articles sent to Animal Keepers ’ Forum will be reviewed by the editorial staff for publication.

Articles of a research or technical nature will be submitted to one or more of the zoo professionals

who serve as referees for AKF. No commitment is made to the author, but an effort will be made

to publish articles as soon as possible. Lengthy articles may be separated into monthly installments

at the discretion of the editor. The editor reserves the right to edit material without consultation

unless approval is requested in writing by the author. Materials submitted will not be returned unless

accompanied by a stamped, self-addressed, appropriately-sized envelope. Telephone, fax or email

contributions of late-breaking news or last-minute insertions are accepted as space allows. Phone

785-273-9149; FAX (785) 273-1980; email is akfeditor@zk.kscoxmail.com< If you have questions

about submission guidelines, please contact the Editor. Submission guidelines are also found in the

Members Only section of the AAZK website.

Deadline for each regular issue is the 10th of the preceding month.

Dedicated issues may have separate deadline dates and will be noted by the editor.

Articles printed do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the AKF staff or the American Association

of Zoo Keepers, Inc. Publication does not indicate endorsement by the Association.

Items in this publication may be reprinted providing credit to this publication is given and a copy of

the reprinted material is forwarded to the editor. If an article is shown to be separately copyrighted

by the author(s), then permission must be sought from the author(s). Reprints of material appearing in

this journal may be ordered from the editor. Regular back issues are available for $4.00 each. Special

issues may cost more.

E-Mail Addresses:

You may reach Barbara Manspeaker atAAZK Administrative Offices at: aazkoffice@zk.kscoxmail.com<

You may reach Susan Chan and Animal Keepers ’Forum at: akfeditor@zk.kscoxmail.com<

Mailing Address:

AAZK, Inc., 3601 SW 29th St., Suite 133, Topeka, KS 66614-2054

AAZK website Address: www.aazk.org

BFR Website: http://aazkbfr.org
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Scoops & Scuttlebutt
Reminder to AM Chapters on Recharter Process for 2011

Ail AAZK Chapters are reminded that the rechartering of all Chapters will began

this month. Rechartering packet information has been sent electronically via emar

to the email address your Chapter provided to the Administrative Office in 2010.

These emails were sent the first week in January. NOTE: If your Chapter has

changed its email contact address since you completed your 2010 recharter forms, you need to notify

Barbara Manspeaker immediately (aazkoffice@zk.kscoxmail.com) so that your recharter materials

are properly received. Recharter Packets for 2011 are due back at Administrative Offices by 15

February 2011 (with a late fee penalty of $250 after 1 March 2011).

Ifyou do not receive your recharter packet materials, you need to contact Barbara at the email address

above or by calling 785-273-9149. If you have questions about filling out the required information,

give Barbara a call and she will be glad to help you out. Receipt of rechartering information from

every AAZK Chapter is required as AAZK, Inc. needs to submit certain information to the Internal

Revenue Service in order to protect and maintain the Association’s 501(c)(3) nonprofit status. Your

prompt attention to this matter is greatly appreciated.

Candidates Sought forAAZK Board of Directors Election

It’s time to nominate your candidates for the upcoming AAZK Board of Directors Election.

Nomination forms will be due at the AAZK Administrative Office by February 28, 2011. The

nomination forms, as well as criteria for nominations, may be found in the Members’ Only section of

our website at aazk.org. The 2011 election will be done electronically, so be aware that you need to

go to aazk.org to vote. Additionally, your Professional Membership status must be current and you

must be registered on the Members’ Only section of aazk.org. Here are the key dates:

• February 28, 201 1 - Nomination forms are due at the Administrative Office

• April 1, 201 1 - Viewing of candidate profiles opens in the Members’ Only section

• April 15, 2011 - June 1, 2011 is the official voting period

• Results of the 2011 election will be announced after the verification of ballots,

around June 10, 201 1.

AAZK Awards Committee Now Accepting Nominations
The American Association of Zoo Keepers Awards Committee is accepting nominations for the

Lifetime Achievement Award, the Jean M. Hromadka AAZK Excellence in Animal Care Award,

The Lutz Ruhe Meritorious Achievement - AAZK Professional of the Year Award, the Lee Houts

Enrichment Excellence Award, the Certificate of Merit for Zoo Keeper Education, the Certificate

of Excellence in Exhibit Renovation, the Certificate of Merit in Conservation, the Mazuri Animal

Nutrition Award, and TheAAZK Chapter of the Year Award that will be presented at the 2011 AAZK
Conference in San Diego, CA. The deadline for nominations is 1 May 2011. Information concerning

the qualifications, nomination procedure, selection procedure and an explanation of the awards may
be obtained at www.aazk.org, under committees/awards.

AZA Professional Training Course:

Animal Training Applications in Zoos and Aquariums
March 6-1 1, 201 1 hosted at Disney’s Animal Kingdom, Orlando, FL.

Get hands-on experience in training animals! This course provides zoo and aquarium staffwith a background

in training theory and an understanding of the skills necessary to train animals. It includes a historical

perspective of animal training as well as terminology and an overview of training techniques. Selected

training concepts and skills will be taught via animal demonstrations, group activities and individual skill

development opportunities. For more information: http://www.aza.org/professional-training/
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Rhino Note Cards Still Available for Purchase

There are still a few cases of rhino notecards available for

Chapters to purchase. Rhino cards are in full-color. Each case

costs $243.75 and includes 25 individual boxes that hold ten

cards per box. They are disappearing quickly, so if you are

interested in purchasing another case or two, please contact

AAZK President Shane Good at shane.good@aazk.org

Assistance Sought in Felid Squeeze Cage Design

“We are looking for a design for a squeeze cage for lions and tigers. It needs to be portable. If

you have any photos and blueprints or suggestions, please email me at tigressl@tigerlink.org.

Tiger Creek Wildlife Refuge is an AAZK Institutional Member in good standing and has been featured on

Animal Planet® in “Growing Up Tiger”. ~ Terri Werner, Co-Founder /Director ofOperations, Tiger Creek

Wildlife Refuge, Tiger Missing Link Foundation, 17552FM 14, Tyler, TX 75706. Phone: 903-858-1008.

2011 Year of the Turtle: Why Turtles, and Why Now?
Turtle conservation groups in partnership with Partners in Amphibian and Reptile Conservation [PARC]

are designating 20 1 1 as the Year ofthe Turtle. Turtles are disappearing from the planet faster than any other

group of animal. Today, over 40% of turtle species are identified as threatened with extinction worldwide.

However, it’s not too late for our turtle heritage to be salvaged. The United States has more endemic turtle

species than anywhere on Earth; a turtle biodiversity hotspot. Our careful stewardship can preserve the rare

species and keep ‘common species common.’

You can help! Sponsor a turtle conservation or awareness event in your

community. Give an educational talk. Volunteer with Year of the Turtle

activities or with turtle conservation

organizations in your area For other ideas

or to sign up for the newsletter, visitwww.
yearoftheturtle.org < Or contact us at yearoftheturtle201 l@gmail.com

mmimm

2010 AKF Index Included in this Issue

A complete index of all the articles, columns, conferences and symposia as well as Association news that

was published in Nos. 1-12 during 2010 appears at the back of this issue ofAnimal Keepers ’Forum. A
sincere thank you to Brigitte Thompson, a keeper at the North Carolina Zoological Park in Asheboro, NC
for compiling the index for 20 1 0. This is no small task and I would personally like to thank Brigitte for her

assistance and support ofAKF. ~ Susan D. Chan, AKFEditor

.A# NATIONAL
ZOO KEEPER ju.li/j ±y- - S3, o.o±±• WEEK U

«StflrtliA,0 pUha,iaXia/0 Now!
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Coming Events Post Your Coming Events Here
email to: akfeditor@zk.kscoxmail.com

February 16-19, 2011 - 19th Annual Conference

International Association of Avian Trainers

and Educators ~ “
Pittsburgh 2011: Innovation

and Inspiration” Hosted by National Aviary in

Pittsburgh, PA USA. Papers, posters, site visits,

vendors and workshops. Topics will include

avian behavior, training, husbandry, conservation,

education, enrichment and show presentation/

production. For more information about the

conference visit www.IAATE.org

March 2-4, 2011 - Association of Professional

Wildlife Educators. To be held at the Frank Buck
Zoo, Gainesville, Texas. Watch http://www.apwe.

org/ for details as they become available.

March 8-11, 2011 - Zoos and Aquariums
Committing to Conservation. Hosted by the

Woodland Park Zoo, at Sheraton Seattle Hotel,

Seattle, WA, USA. Icebreaker planned for

evening of March 7th. Registration now open at

at www.zoo.org/zacc

March 19-24 , 2011 - Save the Date! The 2011

AZA Ungulate TAG Midyear Meetings are being

planned in conjunction with the AZA Midyear

workshop in Chattanooga, TN. The exact dates of

the Ungulate TAG meetings will be determined

soon. This year the meetings will include midyear

working meetings for the following AZA TAGS:
Antelope and Giraffe, Equid, Cervid, Caprid, Wild
Pig and Peccary and the Cattle TAG, as well as

the Annual Ungulate TAG Research Symposium.
AZA has announced that the registration rates

will remain the same as the rates in 2009 and

the Conference Hotel will be the Chattanooga

Marriott with conference rates of $ 135/night.

Contact Martha Fischer at fischer@stlzoo.org for

more information.

April 17-22, 2011 - 11thAnnualAnimalBehavior
Management Alliance (ABMA). In Denver, CO.
The conference will kick off with our keynote

speaker, Dr. Jill Mellen from Disney’s Animal
Kingdom, and will culminate with an Earth Day
to remember at the Denver Zoo. See (http://www.

theabma.org/) for further information.

May 15-18, 2011 - 2011 Rhino Keeper Workshop.

To be held at Fossil Rim Wildlife Center, Glen
Rose, Texas. For further info contact: adam.felts@

columbuszoo.org

August 8-14, 2012 - The World Congress

of Herpetology - To be held in Vancouver,

Canada. For more information see http://www.

worldcongressofherpetology.org/

October 6-9, 2011 - Advancing Bear Care 2011

To be held in Banff, Canada. Bear biologists

and naturalists will lead hikes into bear habitat

and interpret for delegates how bears use the

components of the ecosystem to express their

daily and seasonal routines. We will bring this

information back into workshops and apply

this knowledge towards improving captive bear

husbandry. Also, international bear biologists

will assist us in interpreting Asian, European,

and South American bear habitats. Conference

updates will always be posted on the Bearcare

Yahoo Group list serv http://ca.groups.yahoo.com/

group/bearcare/ You will be able to advertise your

need for roommates, rides, conference questions

etc. on this list serv. To join just send an email to

bearcare-subscribe@yahoogroups.ca

Upcoming AAZK National Conferences

2011 - San Diego, CA - August 24-28

see http://sdaazk.com

2012 - Syracuse, NY - September 23-27

2013 - Asheboro, NC - Dates TBA

For information on upcoming AAZK
conferences, watch the AAZK website at

www.aazk.org

THE
GOURMET
RODENT,

INC.

RATS AND MICE

Bill & Marcia Brant

P.O.Box 430

Newberry, FL 32669-0430

(352) 472-9189

Fax: (352) 472-9192

e-mail: GrmtRodent@aol.com
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Epom the Executive Directoi

I think every year in the month of January I state the same exact sentence: Change is stress. If I said

this time 2011 will not be a year of change for AAZK, I would flat out be lying to you.

Nominations for the AAZK Board of Directors are open at this moment. The membership will vote

in new directors, with new ideas and direction. The coming years for AAZK are years of important

change. Leadership is the key to making those changes productive for the membership. We need a

full slate of qualified candidates. We need you. Look in the Member’s Only section of the website

for qualifications, nomination forms and further information.

Bowling for Rhinos continues to evolve. The stated goal from the Board of Directors is to reach

$500,000 per year in money raised. I believe we can reach this goal by 2015. But this will take

participation from everyAAZK Chapter, and we must recruit more facilities withoutAAZK Chapters

into the program. Get involved now.

Exciting changes are coming for the National Conference in San Diego that will slowly moveAAZK
from the traditional classroom model of “lecture-leam” to a more productive educational model of

“discussion - interaction” member participation. AAZK understands that we must embrace the role

of continuing education for our membership to provide more value to the member. The Professional

Development Committee is up to the challenge. We need to break the mold.

The AAZK Board will lose its President in 2011 at the conclusion of the San Diego Conference as

Shane Good has completed his term on the Board of Directors. Vision is Shane’s strongest asset, and

the Board will certainly miss the bigger picture viewpoint. Shane will be missed.

In December of 201 1 ,
Susan Chan will sunset her career as the Managing Editor ofAnimal Keepers

’

Forum. From a “newsletter” printed by copy machine to its current evolution as a magazine with an

international membership, AKF is the most recognized product ofAAZK. If the membership is the

heart ofAAZK, AKF is its soul. You cannot lose a gate keeper of Susan’s stature without an effect

on the entire Association. Susan will be missed.

Finally AAZK realizes that we sometimes treat our Chapters as

subordinates, not partners. I give you my word - this yearAAZK
will be granting Chapters a voice in the way the Association

operates. While the AAZK Directors represent the members by

election, Chapters do not have a voice. We’re working to change

that.

AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION

of ZOO KEEPERS Ed Hansen, AAZK Executive Director
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Ma ri
The Exotic Animal Feeding Resource

WWW.MAZURI.COM

We're evolving the new generation of exotic animal nutrition. Today, Mazuri offers food

products for more animal species than any other company in the world. For over 20 years,

we've worked in collaboration with world-class zoos, aquariums, owners Ft breeders around

the globe to develop the highest quality product for your animals. Trust in the security of

Mazuri for the health and longevity of your exotic animal.
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AAZK Announces New Members
New Professional Members

Michelle Breen and Duane Long, Southwick’s
Zoo (MA); Erik Montgomery, ZooAmerica
(PA); Kathleen McNamara, The Maryland Zoo
(MD); Meghan Morgensen, Reston Zoo (VA);
Jennifer Rawlings, Elizabeth Fusco and Elizabeth
Berry, Riverbanks Zoo (SC); Bria Rydzewski,
North Carolina Zoo (NC; Lenore Braford and
Timothy Wewer, Carolina Tiger Rescue (NC);
Justin Gamer, Zoo Atlanta (GA); Nicola Segens,
Sea World of Orlando (FL); Shelby Bush and
Suzie Buzzo, Tallahassee Museum (FL);
Tom Walling, ZooWorld (FL); Faren Healey,
Palm Beach Zoo (FL); Mary Yoder, Cleveland
Metroparks Zoo (OH); Christopher Gertiser,

Binder Park Zoo (MI); Tara H.Lieberg, Lake
Superior Zoo (MN); Julie Yarrington, Como
Park Zoo (MN); David Ely, Dakota Zoo
(ND); Scott Kubisch, Lincoln Park Zoo (IL);

Chelsey Aitken, Wright Park Zoo (KS); Andrea
O’Daniels, Kansas City Zoo (MO); Beth
Richmond and Erik Hauptman, Omaha’s Henry
Doorly Zoo (NE); Ashley Schweinhart and Daryl
McGill, Audubon Park Zoo (LA); Rita Huang,
Cindy McCaleb and Ashley Orr, Dallas Zoo
(TX); Amanda C. Cooper, San Antonio Zoo
(TX); Jamie Ohrt, Frank Buck Zoo (TX); Ian

Ross, Cameron Park Zoo (TX); Lori Miller,

El Paso Zoo (TX); Betsy Hall, Phoenix Zoo
(AZ); Jarred Burelson, The Roo Ranch (AZ);
Julie Mudd, Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum
(AZ); Jessica Orlick, Bearizona Wildlife Park
(AZ); Greg Bowder, Rio Grande Zoo (NM);
Hali O’Connor and Richard Switzer, San Diego
Zoo (CA); Donald Zeigler, Orange County Zoo
(CA); John Beaver, Happy Hollow Zoo (CA);
Karen Harris, Great Cats World Park (OR);
Caitlin Capistron, Honolulu Zoo (HI); and
Amanda Dionne Wilde, Assiniboine Park Zoo
(MB, Canada). {We do notpublish the names ofnew
and/or renewing members who do not list theirfacility

on their membership application/renewal. There were

four in December/January)

Renewing Contributing Members

Mark Hofling, Bronx Zoo (NYZS), Bronx, NY

Susan Moy-LaVeau, Lincoln Park Zoo,Chicago, IL

Natalie Lindholm, Dallas WorldAquarium, Dallas, TX

Charlene C. McKee, Thornton, CO

New Institutional Members

Southwick’s Zoo, Mendon, MA

Wildwood Wildlife Park, Minocqua,WI

Tanganyika Wildlife Park, Goddard, KS
Jim Fouts, Director

TGR Exotics, LLC, Spring, TX
Oakland Zoo, Oakland, CA
Colleen Kinzley, Curator

Zoo of Acadiana, Broussard, LA
George Oldenburg, Facility Owner

Renewing Institutional Members

Rosamond Gifford Zoo at Burnet Park, Syracuse,NY
Chuck Doyle, Director

Elmwood Park Zoo, Norristown,PA
David Wood, General Curator

Brandywine Zoo, Wilmington, DE
Nancy Falasco, Director

North Carolina Zoo Library, Asheboro, NC
Dr. David Jones, Director

Brookgreen Gardens, Pawley’s Island, SC
Andrea DeMuth, Curator

Libraries Serials Acquisition

Michigan State University, E. Lansing, MI

Como Park Zoo & Conservatory, St. Paul, MN
Michelle Furrer, Director/Campus Manager

Ellis Library - Serials

University of Missouri Columbia, MO

Dickerson Park Zoo, Springfield, MO
Mike Crocker, Director

Pikes Peak Community College

Zoo Keeping Technology Program
Colorado Springs, CO

Tracy Anderson, Director

Little Rock Zoo, Little Rock, AR
Michael Blakley, Director

Houston Zoo, Inc., Houston, TX
Rick Barongi, Director

California Wolf Center,

Julian Center for Science, Julian, CA

Gorilla Foundation Library, Redwood, CA
Dr. Penny Patterson, Director

Fresno’s Chaffe Zoo Corp., Fresno, CA
Scott Barton, CEO/Executive Director

Chimps, Inc., Bend, OR
Lesley Day, President, Board of Directors

Renewing Commercial Members

Desert Plastics, LLC, Albuquerque, NM
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Professional Development Committee Update 2010
submitted by Ellen Vossekuil, Keeper 2

Utah s Hogle Zoo, Salt Lake City, UT

The year 2010 has been a big year for the Professional Development Committee. To start, we have added

two new members to the committee. Welcome Anthony Nielson (Lincoln Park) and T’Noya Thompson

Gonzales (Moody Gardens)!

The Professional Development Committee’s Mission is to provide continual resources for professional

growth through leadership and educational opportunities for all NationalAAZK members. To accomplish

that mission, PDC put together two workshops for the 2010 AAZK conference; a rotational exhibit

workshop and a dedicated passerine workshop. The rotational exhibit workshop featured presentations

from four different facilities, each explaining the layout, benefits and challenges ofrotating animals through

multiple exhibits.

The passerine workshop was led by Robert Webster, Curator of Birds at the Toledo Zoo and Vice Program

Leader ofthe PACCT TAG. Experts from 1 1 differentAZA zoological institutions were gathered to speak

on various topics related to bird collections in their facilities. The passerine workshop was sponsored by

Marion Zoological, Mazuri, and Disney’s Animal Kingdom. A huge thank you goes out to our sponsors!

As a new feature this year, all Pdf files from these two workshops are now available online at the AAZK
website (www.aazk.org) in the Members Only section, on the Professional Development Committee page.

We plan to continue posting workshop information on the website to expand the audience who has access

to new and relevant husbandry information.

The future for the PDC looks busy! We are currently working with the conference committee at San

Diego AAZK to finalize the workshops for the 2011 National Conference in San Diego. In addition,

The Professional Development Committee is working with the Board of Directors and members of the

Association of Zoos and Aquariums on a keeper certification process. Although this process in the very

beginning phases, it promises to further the mission of the PDC by continuing to provide educational

opportunities for professional growth.

The Professional Development Committee welcomes your feedback! Please contact our Chairperson

Melaina Wallace (Disney’s Animal Kingdom), or any of the committee members below.

Bob Cisneros, San Diego Zoo - Committee Oversight

Kelly Wilson, Detroit Zoo
VictorAim, Oakland Zoo

Bandy Hicks, Whitetail Veterinary Services

Leanne Blinco, Disney’s Animal Kingdom
Mike Murray, Denver Zoo

Aaron Jesue, North Carolina Zoo
Amanda Hall, Scovill Zoo

Anthony Nielson, Lincoln Park

Eunice Hui, Coyote Point Museum
Dawn Sohr, Brookfield Zoo
Andrew Rowan, Denver Zoo

Ellen Vossekuil, Utah’s Hogle Zoo

T’Noya Thompson Gonzales, Moody Gardens

Animal Keepers’Forum, Vol. 38, No. 1 9



The 38th Annual AAZK
National Conference

San Diego, CA: Aug 24-28, 2011

As we enter 2011, our San DiegoAAZK Board is extremely

excited to announce that as of January 1, 2011, conference

registration will be available by visiting www.sdaazk.org.

Here are some updates for you to peruse so you can plan

your trip to San Diego next August! Hope to see you and don’t forget to bring your suntan lotion!

inspiration ' dedication * conservation « innovation

SAM >011

Registration

Online conference registration will be preferred, however other options will be made for those unable

to register online. For the 2011 National AAZK Conference, SD AAZK is using Eventbrite as its

registration source. When you go to register at www.sdaazk.org you will be linked to our Eventbrite

site. All conference events, such as Pre & Post Conference Trips, Zoo Day Behind-The-Scenes

(BTS) locations and times, and San Diego Zoo’s Safari Park special events, will be offered online

through our Eventbrite link for sign-up at the time of registration. Please read all the categories when
you go to register. Therefore those who register early will have first choices as to areas they would

like to visit.

Prices

Full week registration:

Members: $200 (includes all paper sessions, Icebreaker, Zoo Day, Awards lunch/dinner, T-shirt)

Non-members: $275 (includes all paper sessions, Icebreaker, Zoo Day, Awards lunch/dinner, T-shirt)

NOTE: Full registrations may be transferred among different individuals on different days if desired,

but only one conference packet with one conference badge will be issued per registration. Ifconference

registration is purchased for a group, cost will be dependent on group’s AAZK membership status

and will state group’s name. Only individuals wearing a conference badge will be able to enter the

conference area.

Daily Registration: $75 Icebreaker only: $75

Banquet only: $ 1 00 Conference T-shirt: $ 1

5

There will be an increase in cost for registration after July 13, 201 1

.

Late Full Registration Feefor Members: $275

Late Full Registration Feefor Non-Members: $350

Late Daily Registration Fee: $85

Program
Our SDAAZK Board is extremely excited to announce that our keynote speakers will be Joan Embery

and Julie Scardina. Joan Embery has served as a champion of environmental and conservation issues

around the world. Julie Scardina is an Animal Ambassador for SeaWorld and Busch Gardens and has

shared her love of animals and commitment to wildlife conservation with people across the nation.

For more information on our terrific keynote speakers, please visit our website.

Icebreaker

We are thrilled to hold the Icebreaker at the San Diego Zoo Safari Park. We will offer a limited

number of tours at a very reasonable price.

Zoo Day
Conference delegates will have all day to explore the World Famous San Diego Zoo! Zoo Day will

include a free breakfast and lunch, Behind-the-Scenes tours, Open Houses, and special presentations.

Special visits in various areas will be available on a first-come, first-served basis, dependent upon

when you register for the conference. You will even receive a discount on merchandise and food

throughout the Zoo! !

!
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Exhibitor Information

We will have exhibitor tables available during the duration of the conference. Exhibitor tables will be

located in the Westin Gaslamp Quarter Hotel in a highly visible area. There will be a limited number

of tables available so be sure to reserve yours soon.

Exhibitor rates are as follows:

AAZK Members: $100

AAZK Non-members: $200

Conservation Groups: $ 50

Note : Additional fees may apply.

Chapter Challenge

Don’t miss out on this opportunity to get involved with the Chapter Challenge! How would you

like to win a free registration or a registration in addition to a shared double room?? Do you want to

support the general conference budget to help make this gathering spectacular? Visit our website for

more details (www.sdaazk.org)

!

Accommodations
Hotel registration at our special conference rate is available NOW!

The Westin is located in San Diego’s historic Gaslamp Quarter, featuring fine shopping, restaurants,

entertainment, and culture. The Westin Gaslamp Quarter offers a unique location with the exhilarating

excitement of the city at our doorstep. Because of the Westin’s central location, it is an easy to use

our public transportation system. Conference delegates will be able to access public transportation

to many of San Diego’s main attractions, including the San Diego Zoo, SeaWorld, Scripps Birch

Aquarium, and our beautiful beaches. Conference delegates will also enjoy the Westin’s hospitality,

and the environment will appreciate their green policies.

Conference Room Rate : $ 1 59 per night. The hotel has a limited number of double rooms available;

ifyou need two double beds in the room, please book early, and let the hotel know you’d like a double

room.

Room rate: Single - $159, Double - $159, Each additional person $20

Hotel rate is available untilAugust 2, 2011

Transportation

By air: Conference delegates should fly into the San Diego International Airport (SAN). Bus from

Airport to Westin Gaslamp Hotel, Route # 922: Use San Diego’s Metropolitan Transit System (www.
sdmts.com) for $2.25 (exact fare required) from the airport to the hotel as your cheapest and greenest

way to arrive. Route #992 takes 15 minutes and leaves from in front of the airport every 13 minutes.

Tell your driver your destination is the Westin Gaslamp Hotel at Horton Plaza. Once you exit the bus

on Broadway Avenue, the hotel is on that same side.

LOOKING FOR SPONSORS!

Have you considered getting involved by becoming a sponsor ofthe 2011 NationalAAZK Conference

in San Diego? Now’s the time to support a great organization and be seen among animal care

professionals from around the world.

Contact Conference Co-Chair, Matt Akel at matthewakel@att.net for more information on how to

help make a difference.

Be sure to visit www.sdaazk.org for continual updates regarding the conference.

Don’t forget to visit us at Facebook and Twitter via our webpage.
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Great News: AZA Animal Care Manuals

In order to promote excellence in animal care and welfare, AZA and the Animal Welfare Committee
(AWC) have graciously allowed all interested animal care professionals to access the newly completed
animal care manuals without a member login. To access these manuals, go to: www.aza.org>animal

care managements animal care manuals. Scroll down to “Completed Animal Care Manuals” and

click on one of the following:

• Andean Condor

• Chimpanzee

• Kori Bustard

• Mustelid

• Polar Bear

• Procyonids

• River Otter

• Viverrid

These Animal Care Manuals (ACMs) provide a comprehensive compilation of animal care and

management knowledge that has been gained from recognized species experts, including the AZA
Taxon Advisory Groups (TAGs), Species Survival Plan® Programs (SSPs), biologists, veterinarians,

nutritionists, reproduction physiologists, behaviorists and researchers. Each manual assembles basic

requirements, best practices, and animal care recommendations, improving upon and eventually

replacing any pre-existing Husbandry Manuals. The TAGs and SSPs are currently engaged in

transferring the relevant information from the Husbandry Manuals into the Animal Care Manual

format. There are approximately 170 proposed manuals, with a number near completion and in the

final stages of review. This is obviously an enormous task and could not be completed without the

dedication and collaboration of countless individuals working diligently toward such a beneficial

project.

For those of you who don’t know much about the AWC, it is a committee established to foster an

understanding of what welfare is, to continually improve the welfare of all animals in our care by

ensuring it stays a top priority in AZA institutions, and to be proactive advocates of welfare issues

beyond the zoo gates. They are here to assist you in improving the welfare of animals in your care

in any way possible, including the formation of an Animal Welfare Committee within your own
institution. Dawn Neptune, the Behavioral Programs Coordinator at Utah’s Hogle Zoo, currently

serves as an advisor and the national AAZK liaison to the AWC and can serve as a resource in this

regard (email 2enrichntrain@hoglezoo.org

)

CurrentAWC objectives include:

• Identifying and encouraging the development of animal welfare research projects and

assessment tools

• Educating and engaging AZA zoos and aquariums in applying welfare assessment tools

• Driving the creation ofAnimal Care Manuals for all taxa

• Proactively identify and address internal and external animal welfare issues not

addressed in the Animal Care Manuals

• Understand and influence public perception about animal welfare in AZA zoos and

aquariums

AAZK would like to thank the AZA and theAWC for making this happen.
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Now available as a pdf Resource of Interest
A Pocket Guide to Kansas Snakes . 3

rd Edition

By Joseph T. Collins & Suzanne L. Collins

Photographs by Suzanne L. Collins and Bob Gress

Published by the Friends ofthe Great Plains Nature Center (Wichita). Sponsored by the Kansas Department of

Wildlife & Parks (Pratt), Westar Energy (Topeka), The Center for North American Herpetology (Lawrence), and

the Great Plains Nature Center (Wichita).

This pocket guide covers the 38 kinds ofsnakes found in Kansas, all illustrated with exquisite color images.

Pocket guides are an important way to get people involved with wildlife conservation, because the more

people become familiar with a group of animals, the more they have invested in them and their habitat. In

this guide, Joe and Suzanne Collins reveal the abundant serpent fauna ofthe Sunflower State, with sections

on size, description, and habits.

Contains information on all Kansas serpents and organizes them in the Family Leptotyphlopidae (Slender

Blind Snakes), Family Colubridae (Harmless Egg-laying Snakes), Family Dipsadidae (Harmless Rear-

fanged Snakes), Family Natricidae (Harmless Live-bearing Snakes), and Family Crotalidae (Pitvipers).

New features : Taxonomyremains generallyunchanged except that theFamilyXenodontidae is synonymyzed

with the Family Dipsadidae (resulting in both Hognose Snakes being placed in the Family Dipsadidae), the

generic name of the New Mexico Blind Snake is now Rena instead of Leptotyphlops, and the Speckled

Kingsnake is recognized as a distinct species, Lampropeltis holbrooki.

For greater accuracy, comprehension, and ease of use, this book has adopted the long-standing, traditional,

standard common names for North American herpetofauna maintained by CNAH, published by Collins

& Taggart (2009), and recently adopted in the new book. Amphibians, Reptiles, and Turtles in Kansas, by

Joseph T. Collins, Suzanne L. Collins, and Travis W. Taggart (2010 Eagle Mountain Publishing).

Date of Publication: July 2010 To download a free copy of this booklet, go to

69 pages, softbound http://www.cnah.org/cnah_pdf.asp

Source: The Centerfor North American Herpetology, Lawrence, Kansas ~ http://www. cnah.org 1 0/25/1

0

Safari to Kenya

Interested in visiting Lewa Wildlife Conservancy in Kenya with a

zoo group? We have a few spots open on our March 12-24, 2012 trip.

We are accepting zoo staff, volunteers and their travel companions.

Please visit: http://www.lewa.org or http://members.cox.net/lwcsafari.

Total cost will be about $5000 per person depending on the cost of

the flight at the time we book. This includes round trip (RT) airfare

to Nairobi, RT flights directly into Lewa, transfer fees, 8 nights at the

Lewa safari camp (luxury camping including showers/bathrooms

within each tent), 2 nights at II Ngwesi, and one night at Joy’s Camp
in Shaba National Reserve, daily conservancy fees, all meals and non-alcoholic drinks, and

game drives. Tips (about $ 100/person for entire stay) and alcohol are not included. Optional

activities such as camel/horseback rides are not included. Rates are based on double occupancy

(but we can work on pairing you up if you don’t want to pay extra as a single). They also have

triples. Maximum number is 14 for the trip including the leader.

Denise Wagner and Dawn Neptune will be co-leading this trip to Lewa. An optional extension

to the Masai Mara is available as space allows. These trips fill quickly so email Denise Wagner

at lwcsafari@cox.net ASAP if interested.
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CPR Grant Report 2010

By Marissa Krouse, Keeper I

North Carolina Zoo, Asheboro, NC

We completed our first planting for the local 2010/2011 Acres

for the Atmosphere campaign on October 16, 2010. The money

I received from the AAZK CPR grant aided in the purchase of

122 trees that were planted at Clay Presnell Park in Seagrove,

North Carolina. More specifically, the funds from the CPR grant

purchased Red Oaks, Dogwoods, and Smoke Trees from the local

nursery, Gilmore Plant and Bulb Co., Inc. In addition, we also

planted Chaste trees, Black Gum, Maples, Red Buds, and several

Indian Hawthorns and Hollies. The large sizes of these trees (up to 10 ft. tall) served as instant

gratification for the Seagrove community as it drastically approved the curb appeal of the park and

starting sequestering excess C0
2
from the atmosphere immediately!

This local park was in need ofnew greenery to add life and shade for its visitors. The trees were planted

around the existing walking trail,

near the picnic area, and around the

ball fields. We also planted several

shrubs around the park’s sign to

potentially draw in more visitors.

With the help of 75 volunteers from

Trees NC, NC Zoo, Trees Seagrove,

Seagrove Elementary School,

Asheboro High School Zoo School,

Asheboro High School International

Club, Carolina Bats, and theNC Zoo

Society, we were able to finish the

planting that same day. We planted

honorary trees for the students from

Seagrove Elementary School who

participated in a poster contest that depicted how trees combat global warming. We finished up the

day with a picnic and educational displays on polar bears and climate change.

There was media coverage of the planting event from the feature story in the local Asheboro

newspaper, The Courier Tribune. It is posted online at:

http://www.courier-tribune.com/news/story/20 10/10/1 8/volunteers_plant_l 3Otreesseagrove_park

Volunteers from a number of organizations spent the day

planting trees in Clay Presnell Park in Seagrove, NC

acres w afcraospkere
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The “Before” and”After” photos above shows the improvement made at the

H. Clay Presnell Memorial Park through the efforts of the Acres for the Atmosphere Project.

(Editor s Note : Information on the Conservation, Preservation & Restoration Grant (CPR) as well

as other grants offered to AAZK members may be found on the Association’s website at www.aazk.

org< Look Under “About Us” on the homepage and then click on “Grants”. Other grants offered

byAAZK are: TheAAZK Professional Travel Grant, The AAZK/AZA Advances in Animal Keeping

Course Grant, and The AAZK Research Grant. Qualification/criteria for each grant and information

on the application process can be found in the Member’s Only section of the website. You must

register an account in the Member’s Only section (and be a currentAAZK member) in order to access

this area.)

Deadline for 2011 grant applications is 1 March 2011

*mmmiim1® I REEK

.99

Big Cat Internships Available
Join us in

“Saving Tigers One by One”

As seen on Animal Planet5

“Growing Up Tiger”

Apply at: www.tigercreek.org
wm xjygi

Learn about Big Cat Management. Internship involves Animal Care Apprentice and

Public Education. We offer experience that counts towards employment.

TIGER MISSING LINK FOUNDATION / TIGER CREEK WILDLIFE REFUGE
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You've Heard About It!

You've been looking for it!

Here it is!

Keeper Profiles - The hilarious DVD that combines

the original film clips that dissect the personalities of

your fellow keepers with outakes and other footage.

Produced by the Southern Ontario AAZK Chapter, all

profits from the sale of this DVD go to support AAZK,
Inc. and its projects and programs.

$15.00 U.S. and Canada
(includes shipping and handling)

$17.00 International

(includes shipping and handling)

Order from the AAZK website at www.aazk.org (under Shop on

the homepage) OR purchase with Visa or Mastercard by calling the

AAZK Administrative Offices at 785-273-9149.
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Book
Reviews

Standard Common and Current Scientific Names for North American Amphibians,

Turtles, Reptiles and Crocodilians. Sixth Edition (2009)

By Joseph T. Collins and Travis W. Taggart

Publisher: The Center for North American Herpetology (CNAH), Lawrence, Kansas

http://www.cnah.org

The first edition of this authoritative compilation, published in 1978, listed 454 species of amphibians,

turtles, reptiles, and crocodilians, and was quickly adopted nationwide as a source for common names for

these NorthAmerican (north ofMexico) animals, names that could be consistently used worldwide to avoid

confusion, both in spelling and during conversation.

This sixth edition, published in printed form on 5 April 2009, lists 621 species of amphibians, turtles,

reptiles, and crocodilians in the United States and Canada, an increase of 167 species (27%) since 1978 and

an increase of 232 species (37%) since 1956, which demonstrates clearly how much the diversity of these

animals in North America was previously underestimated.

The standard common names in the fourth edition (1997) of this list were used exclusively in the well-

known “Peterson Field Guide to Reptiles and Amphibians of Eastern and Central North America” (third

edition expanded, 1998, Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston), were adopted exclusively in the “The Frogs and

Toads ofNorth America” (recently published by Houghton Mifflin; Elliott et al. 2009) and will be adopted

for the forthcoming fourth edition of the Peterson Field Guide, which has the widest distribution of any

book ever written about these creatures.

The pdfversion ofthis sixth edition has been updated since the print version was issued on 5 April 2009 (thus

far, over 2,200 copies of this latest edition have been requested and/or mailed worldwide). We anticipate

that the next (seventh) edition of this list will be published in 2014.

The CNAH web site, which is the largest academic herpetological web site in the world, has adopted the

common and scientific names ofthis sixth edition. The CNAH web site has had over 920,000 visitors since

it was launched on 1 January 1998, and recorded over 1,000,000 hits in calendar 2010 alone.

The latest pdfversion ofremains available gratis online at: http://www.cnah.org/cnah_pdf.asp

American 'Alligator

Artist: Debi Talbott
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TheAAZK Behavioral Husbandry Committee Presents

Training Tips:

When Maintenance Doesn’t Require a Work Order

By
Jason Pratte, Behavioral Husbandry Manager, Omaha s Henry Doorly Zoo

andKim Kezer, Animal Training Advisor, Zoo New England
AAZK Behavioral Husbandry Committee Members

A common question asked by new trainers is, “when do I consider a behavior I’m teaching an animal

to be established and ready to be turned over to other trainers for maintenance?” The answer is highly

situational, due to the unlimited combination of trainers, animals and environments. There is no one

set of circumstances that outlines exactly when a newly established behavior can be turned over to

others. This paper is written to provide insight and approaches on how to integrate additional trainers

in maintaining an established behavior.

But first, we need to back up a few steps. The initial question assumes that there was a primary

trainer for the animal or the behavior. The benefit of having one person train a new behavior is that

the expectations remain consistent. The animal learns the cue from one trainer, who will deliver the

cue the same way each time and maintain the same behavioral criteria for the animal to earn a reward.

Once a primary trainer has been working on a new behavior for a period of time, they will need to

determine if this in-progress behavior is now established. They feel confident that they can turn this

behavior over to coworkers to assist with its maintenance. Some simple questions that might aid in

assessing the readiness of the behavior for maintenance are:

• Does the animal respond to the cue >80% of the time from the primary trainer?

• Is there any confusion with other cues that may be similar?

• Will the animal respond consistently to the cue in various locations or at

different times?

• Do they reliably respond to the cue when another person or trainer is present during

a session?

These are a few examples, but by thoroughly examining the criteria for the cue and the behavior it

will be easier to determine when a new trainer can be integrated into the program.

Once we have determined that a behavior is ready for maintenance, what kind of schedule

should it be on?

So how often should a trainer ask for a maintenance behavior? It is important that these behaviors be

inserted regularly in sessions. The frequency of the behaviors will be determined by the complexity

of the behavior.
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Is it a simple behavior, like asking the animal to target, or present a paw? Then cue the maintenance

behavior regularly. Established behaviors are always an excellent fall back if a session is frustrating

or not progressing well. The animal knows what to do and can quickly earn a reward for performing

a routine behavior. You can get back on track with renewed confidence.

Is it a more complex behavior? For medical or invasive behaviors (e.g., injections, blood draws),

confer with managers and vet staff to determine the maximum number of times they would want

that behavior done within a time frame (for example, no more than one saline injection every two

weeks in a specific site). Then plan sessions accordingly, coordinating your efforts with other trainers

through training logs and personal communications. The goal is to maintain the transferred behaviors

at a consistent level of execution, but not to inadvertently cause physical or psychological stress by

engaging in invasive procedures too often. Work with the team to balance the training goals with the

animal’s welfare.

How do you transfer an established behavior over to another trainer?

Here are some suggestions for steps to transfer a behavior to new trainers for maintenance:

1 . The primary trainer provides a detailed explanation of the cue and the behavioral

criteria for the animal to receive a reward. These details can be written down,

photographed, or even captured on video. This clear communication may minimize

the opportunity for the animals to cheat, develop superstitious behaviors, and prevent

cue drift (when a cue starts to look different between trainers over time).

2. New trainers should review training logs and behavioral shaping plans to

understand the goals & processes, and formulate any questions.

3. New trainers should observe as many sessions as possible. Set a number ahead of

time, perhaps based on the complexity of the behavior (i.e., 5 sessions for something

simple, 10 sessions observed for a complex or invasive procedures). Record these in

the training log.

4. The new trainer starts to establish a positive relationship with the animal by feeding

them and spending time in proximity.

5. The primary trainer demonstrates and explains the behavioral cues. The new trainer

gives cue to the primary trainer to ensure accuracy.

6. The new trainer cues the animal for the established behavior while primary trainer

observes. Set a number of sessions based on the similar parameters to those in step #3.

Log these as well.

7. After the primary trainer is confident that the behavior is cued and executed correctly,

the new trainer can then incorporate it into their own sessions and record this

in training logs.

There should be constant verbal and written communication between trainers throughout the process.

If issues arise with any of the trainers that cue a specific maintenance behavior, compare notes and

see if there is a detail missing or something one person is doing differently from another. Do not

be afraid to ask for advice or assistance. Remember, the important part of the process is consistent

messaging and expectations for the animal.
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What is the importance of other trainers

maintaining behaviors?

It is a lot ofwork to integrate other trainers to maintain

behaviors. Why bother? Why not just have primary

trainers focus on their specific behaviors with each

animal? The main reason is the zoo community is

very fluid in staffing. People move to a new facility,

take vacations, go on maternity leave, rotate to other

areas in the zoo, or take an unexpected leave of

absence. It is not always possible that the primary

trainer will be available to ask the animal to perform

a specific behavior when it’s needed. So involving

other trainers in behavior maintenance ensures that

under any given circumstance, there will be staff

capable of cueing the desired behavior.

Having multiple trainers also means that the

behaviors are being asked for more often, giving

the animal more chances to remember them and be

rewarded. Transferring maintenance behaviors to

new people also builds team communication skills,

and allows everyone input on future training goals.

It can also benefit the team by illuminating gaps in

communication. All of these results will produce a

more rewarding and consistent environment for the

trainers, which ultimately benefits the animals in our

care.

Chance to Win Free Conference 2011 Registration Offered

Get your training and enrichment articles into the Enrichment Options & Training Tails Column

editors to be considered for a complementary registration to the 20 1 1 AAZK National Conference

in San Diego.

The AAZK Behavioral Husbandry Committee will choose one article from those published

between July 2010 through May 2011 in the Animal Keepers’ Forum Enrichment Options or

Training Tails columns to be awarded a FREE 2011 conference registration.

The winning author will be notified by June 2011. Only one gratis conference registration will

be awarded no matter how many authors are on the paper - designation of which author of a

multiple author paper is to receive the free registration is not the responsibility ofAAZK or the

AAZK Behavioral Husbandry Committee. The winning registration is non-transferable and has

no cash value, so if the chosen author is unable to utilize the free registration another author will

be selected by the Committee.

Email your articles to: akfeditor@zk.kscoxmail.com. Submissions should be submitted in MS
Word only. Photos should be 300 dpi jpgs or tifs attached to the email. Be sure to include proper

photos credit foe each photo and suggested captions are appreciated.

Submit now for your chance to win a free Conference 2011 Registration!

Both trainers should work together during

the integration process to ensure consistency.

(Photo: Henry Doorly Zoo, Jay Pratte)
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Attention AAZK Members!

AKF Dedicated Issue Combo Pack Sale

Get a combo pack of all five dedicated issues of the Animal Keepers ’Forum for just $30 ifyou are a

currentAAZK member. Non-member price for the Combo Pack is $60. You’ll get issues on: Care and

Management of Geriatric Animals [2009], Crisis Management, [2007], Polar Bears [2007], Cheetahs

[2005], and Avian Husbandry [2010]. That’s a savings of 40% over buying the issues individually.

These are great issues so purchase your Combo Pack today. Orders from Canada and overseas require

an additional $10 in shipping. Domestic orders include shipping cost.

You may order this Combo Pack for a limited time by going to the AAZK website at www.
aazk.org . Click on “Shop” from the homepage. Or you may order by calling the AAZK
Administrative Office at 785-273-9149 for purchases with a Mastercard or Visa.

JUHHtJlI KEEPERS’
. .• F* O JR U W& %

You don ’t want to

miss these

information-filled

issues!
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Devastating Newsfrom Lewa

The recent news from Lewa in Kenya about another rhino poaching on
October 30th

,
2010 is certainly devastating news. When I heard this, first it

sickened me. Then I think, what more can we do? The answer, I am afraid

is more security which means more money. Poachers don’t care that our

economy hasn’t recovered as quickly as we’d hoped. In fact, when our

economy is bad, poaching pressure goes up as less money comes in from
tourism and poaching becomes more enticing. It is going to be tougher

than ever with our economy to raise more money for Bowling For Rhinos
so security can be increased. But it MUST be done!

We need everyone to pull together this year and work harder than ever with a goal of doubling the

amount eachAAZK Chapter brought in last year. A lofty goal but one I KNOW we can accomplish.

Some ideas to help double your money:

• Have an AAZK meeting this month dedicated to brainstorming on ways to increase the success of

your event.

• Start early. Now is the time to get that committee formed, the date set and get working.

• Notify past bowlers ofyour event date so you build your event numbers rather than start over each year.

• Seek help from your zoo professional event planners, graphics people,etc.

• Keep costs down. The only way to do this is to start early and seek donations. Negotiate with the

event hosts to see if they will donate lanes. This might take months to seek the ok from a corporate

office. Same with t-shirt and food costs.

• Build a relationship with the bowling alley owners by possibly offering a behind-the-scenes tour

at the zoo. Once a relationship is built, the chances of getting lanes for less goes up.

• Advertise your event early in every free location like in your zoo flyers, newsletters, Facebook®, etc.

• Have more than one event. Try a kid-friendly Saturday bowling event and then an Evening

Event that more of the zoo staff/family and friends can attend. Or Try a “Wii for Rhinos” and a

“Rummage for Rhinos” event. Advertise the second event at the first event.

• Start early seeking donations for auction items/raffle items,etc. Remember to spread the news as

there are many people connected to the zoo who have companies that will donate items or talents

such as paintings, etc.

• Ask local celebrities (radio station, tv stations) to attend your event and bowl with you. This gets

free advertising as they will talk about the upcoming event.

• Ask local Boy Scout or Girl Scout troops to join your event.

• Notify your local Chamber of Commerce of your event.

• Seek the help of your zoo volunteers or docents. Hold a meeting for volunteers to let them know

how they can help at your event or join your event. And ask them to bring friends!

• Invite your administrative staff to form teams to come out and bowl.

• Be sure to personally invite your Zoo Director to your event.

• Ask your Human Resource Department if they will allow the top three money raisers from your

event (or top team) to have a FREE day off work!

• Seek other incentives to increase the money each person collects on their sponsor forms.

• Have different levels of door prizes: Those with over $300 collected, $100, etc. Advertise this

ahead of time so there is incentive to collect more money.

• ASK each person who registers to collect at least $50 in sponsors before

the day of the event.

• See http://aazkbfr.org for more ideas and please send me your Chapter’s

contact info for your event ASAP: Patty Pearthree at: ppear3@pear3.org.

We CAN double the amount raised. It will take work but we are an organization

with a passion for animals and your dedication is unlimited!
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Poachers Claim Second Rhino at Lewa Wildlife Conservancy

For the second time in the history of the Lewa Wildlife Conservancy, we face the difficult task of

sharing some devastating news with you. On Saturday, October 30th

,
in the early hours before dawn,

a group ofpoachers came onto the Conservancy and killed one of our female black rhinos. Her horns

were taken and the poachers managed to escape.

At 3:45am gunshots were heard on the western boundary of the Conservancy, which were instantly

reported to our ops room by a security outpost close by. Tracker dogs and KPR teams were

immediately deployed to the area. As morning light came, the tracks of four men were found coming
from within the Conservancy. Our worst fears were realized when a freshly shot rhino carcass was
found - the horns hacked off. Road blocks were immediately put in place, and the poacher’s tracks

followed into Ngare Ndare village, where the scent was lost. Critical information has since been

gathered by our teams, with the support of the Kenya Wildlife Service.

Aged at least 41, Stumpy was Lewa’s oldest female

black rhino and one ofthe Conservancy’s founding

rhinos in 1984. She gave birth to eight healthy

calves during her long tenure on Lewa - the most
recent only 1 Vi years ago, surprising everyone by
giving birth again at such an old age. Her calfwas
also injured in the attack, and has suffered a minor

wound to the neck, but is otherwise healthy. He is

being monitored carefully on a daily basis by our

rhino patrol units.

Stumpy and one of her calves.
(Photo courtesy ofLewa Wildlife Conservancy)

The investigation is ongoing, and our security team
is following some strong leads, but arrests have yet

to be made. Whilst we have enhanced our training

regimes since the incident in late 2009, and

increased the number of security outposts, we are

acutely aware that Lewa’s boundaries are porous,

and that several public roads traverse the Conservancy. We do all we can to provide an effective

deterrent by maintaining the high profile of our security teams, by the very nature of our response

to such incidents, by our strong positive relationship with

local communities, and by sustaining intelligence networks.

But we are conscious that we can never fully eliminate the

risk involved in hosting rhino.

This latest loss is a devastating blow to Lewa’s conservation

efforts. But in a country and on a continent that is being

overwhelmed by rhino poaching (South Africa is currently

losing rhinos to poaching at a rate ofone a day), this incident

reinforces the severity of the situation we face. We are

under no illusion that we have to continue to enhance our

rhino protection efforts, and will do all we can to bolster

our capacity.

hacked off by poachers.

(Photo courtesy ofLewa Wildlife Conservancy)
The demand and price for rhino horn is staggering. As a

result, no rhino sanctuary, not even one with the manpower
and resources of the Lewa Wildlife Conservancy, is immune
from poaching. But we believe that the privilege of Lewa’s lead role in sustaining this remarkable

endangered species is worth the risk. And we can assure you that our management team is determined
to do their utmost to give rhino a future.

Although the Lewa team is devastated at this second poaching, we are pleased to be able to end on
a positive note. On the same day that Stumpy was poached, a rhino was bom, bringing our total

population back to 117. Lewa is, and will remain, a stronghold for black and white rhino in Kenya.

Sincerely,

Richard Moller

Chief Conservation Officer Lewa Wildlife Conservancy
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“Trees For You andMe”FAQ

How Is “Trees for You and Me” Tied to Polar Bears International’s Polar Bear Forest Project?

The Polar Bear Forest initiative is part of a 10-year partnership between PBI, the Wisconsin

Department ofNatural Resources [WDNR], andAAZK. PBI will help provide funds for reforestation

on private lands and also make grants to urban communities. The project also includes an educational

component to help residents make the connection between planting trees and saving polar bear habitat

by reducing C0
2

. The project is designed as a pilot program that can be used as a model in other

states.

TheAAZK is supporting the Polar Bear Forest project through their “Trees forYou and Me” campaign.

This fundraising initiative challenges AAZK Chapters to see who can raise the most money for the

tree-planting effort. Last year [2010] the AAZK raised more than $10,000. The Brookfield Zoo was

the winning Chapter, with a total of $3,135. This resulted in 120 trees planted in Okaloacoochie State

Forest in Florida; 3,401 trees in Boys Colony State Forest in Alabama; and 6,866 trees planted in

Mackinaw State Forest in Michigan.

Where Does the Planting Occur?

This year’s fundraising efforts [2011] will go towards two plantings for the Polar Bear Forest

initiative, with projects that highlight urban forestry and county forests on publically owned and

managed lands. It includes two main sites:

City ofSparta. Wisconsin

The primary goal of this project is to plant a diverse mixture of 1.5” caliper saplings before Emerald

Ash Borer infestations destroy the city’s tree canopy. This project has a strong educational component.

The proposal includes working with the local school’s Earth Club, the county extension office, and

Master Gardeners. City residents and homeowners plan to be engaged in watering and mulching the

project trees adjacent to their homes. The hope is this will inspire individuals to plant additional trees

on their own personal property. The community is willing to develop and place signage in their city

parks highlighting the donor.

Another important element of this project is the potential for broad marketing of Tree Planting for

Climate Change within urban forestry networks in Wisconsin and across the U.S. This will mainly

be handled through presentations at conferences and articles in newsletters that are distributed to all

states.

Juneau County Forest

The second site is 33 acres in the Juneau County Forest. The proposal is to plant a mix of red pine

and white pine at a density of 900-1,000 seedlings per acre.

Is There Tree Planting Elsewhere? Why Not?

The Polar Bear Forest project in Wisconsin was designed as a pilot program that can later be used

as a model in other states. The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources’ Forestry Division

provides support to make the project successful, including preparing the site for optimal planting

conditions, labor costs, and most important, follow-up maintenance. Polar Bear Forests are managed

in conjunction with surrounding state forest lands, using sustainable forestry practices that meet

Sustainable Forest Initiative and Forest Stewardship Council certification standards. This on-going

management insures the investment of planting a seedling will successfully result in growing a

mature tree. Every dollar goes directly to tree-planting and the WDNR donates their expertise in

forest management.

The initial planting for the Polar Bear Forest project was funded by PBI, with 26 acres planted in

Kettle Moraine State Forest in Wisconsin in the spring of 2010, followed by nine additional acres at

a nearby site.
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How Are the Finances Managed?

PBI donates the management of the funds and reporting to AAZK. This way, no administrative costs

are attached and every dollar directly supports tree-planting efforts.

We Wish There Was a Local Project, How Can We Do One?

A related zookeeper initiative. Acres for the Atmosphere, is a “roll up your sleeves” tree-planting

and educational effort involvingAAZK Chapters, North American zoos, and PBI Arctic Ambassador

Centers. This initiative was started by graduates of the 2009 PBI Keeper Leadership Camp. Through

this initiative, individual zoos organize tree-planting days in their communities. See http://www.

polarbearsintemational.org/programs/acres-atmosphere-model-communities

How Does Planting Trees Help Polar Bears?

Trees act as “carbon sinks” that absorb C0
2
from the air. They store this carbon in roots, trunks,

stems, and leaves while they grow and in wood products after they’re harvested.

Reducing the build-up of carbon in the atmosphere is necessary to reverse climate change. Polar

bears depend on the sea ice to hunt, breed, and in some cases to den. Less carbon in the atmosphere

means better conditions to retain arctic sea ice and improve polar bear habitat and survival.

By supporting the Trees for You and Me and Polar Bear Forest initiatives, you can help ensure a

brighter future for the bears.

......from “Treesfor You and Me” Coordinator Christy Mazrimas-Ott

I want to welcome all AAZK Chapters to the 2nd Annual

“Trees for You and Me” AAZK Chapter Challenge that will

run from 1 September 2010 - 1 March 2011. This year the

link to “Trees” will be on Polar Bears International (PBI)

website. We will be helping to build the Polar Bear Forest

in Wisconsin with the help of the Wisconsin Department of

Natural Resources (WDNR). This year for each $1 donated

three trees will be planted in the Polar Bear Forest. The

winning AAZK Chapter will again have a tree planted in their

zoo or community thanks to PBI along with a plaque. “Trees”

is a true collaboration between PBI, WDNR, and AAZK to

plant trees, reduce C0
2
and help polar bears!

PBI’s link for “Trees for You and Me” to donate is below; don’t forget to find your AAZK Chapter

on the scroll and click to win.

http://www.polarbearsintemational.org/programs/trees-vou-and-me-model-nation

AAZK’s link to AAZK/PBI and reforestation

http://aazk.org/aazk-and-polar-bears-intemational/

Any questions or comments contact christy.mazrimas-ott@aazk.org
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Debuting New AAZK Logo Fleece Vests

With the exception of duct tape, nothing is more versatile than a fleece

vest. These vests are functional, comfortable and stylish. Use them as a

layer to keep your body core warm or as an outer layer on cool spring or fall

nights out. Men's and women's cut made of 80% recycled polyester with

breast and front pockets, full zipper, collar, and detail trim.

Available in women's sizes XS-XL in red, cream, lime green, and black. Available

in men's sizes XS-XXL in black, navy, and red. Full color AAZK logo on black

and navy colors, grey scale logo on other colors.

Very limited number of sizes, so place your

order today!

See on AAZK website (www.aazk.org) under

"SHOP" for color view of the vests, pricing, and

to place your order.

Photos (clockwise): Women's Red Vest, Women's

Cream Vest, and Men's Black Vest.
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REACTIONS
A Question and Answer Forum for the

Zoo Professional on Crisis Management

By William K. Baker, Jr., Curator

In-Sync Exotics Wildlife Rescue & Educational Center,

Wylie, TX

Question

Our facility is working on a new exhibit, what types of primary containment are available?

Comments
When I’m asked for recommendations on primary containment fencing, it is truly a situational

question. First, it all depends on what you are trying to hold and how much money you’re willing

to spend on your primary containment. The answer will also be dictated by whether or not you are

designing an exhibit that is for holding purposes, a traditional zoo setting, sanctuary or refuge, private

owner, or even a wildlife park, which will require extensive fencing for pasture control and animal

management.

The proviso is that whatever will be used must be adequate to contain the species in question

without presenting a clear and present danger to the animal, other animals, or members of the public.

Translation, the containment chosen must be of quality construction and of a sufficient gauge or

strength to hold the animal under all potential conditions, which in retrospect is pursuant to both

industry and USDA standards.

The most common style of containment in use today is some type of mesh. It’s normally a specific

style and either galvanized, powder-coated, or stainless. I should mention that there are numerous

facilities that have successfully used chain link style galvanized fencing for many years with no

problems. Still, I do not generally recommend chain link fencing as a general rule. The reason is that

once it is breached it can begin to unravel. Normally what I try to do instead is to utilize either a ranch

or zoological supplier for mesh. The best resource in my experience for this is in the Commercial

Members section in theAZA Directory, (Association ofZoos & Aquariums) or from theAZA website:

http://www.aza.org/FindCommercialMember/.

Mesh is available in a wide variety of fabrications, and can be had in draped form, rolled form, and

welded wire panel form.

The draping form style is usually identified as a woven mesh. Good historical examples of this are

Carlos® and Phantom® style meshes. They are of an extremely high quality and can really expedite

construction timetables once your support poles are up and rigged for mounting. This style of netting

also lends itself to creating truly novel exhibit and enclosure designs. Of the companies currently

handling this style of mesh, I recommend Nets Unlimited:

Nets Unlimited, Inc.

28248 N. Tatum Blvd., B 1-450, Cave Creek, AZ 8533

1

Phone: 480-515-1300 Website: http://netsunlimited.com/start.html

Personally, I prefer using galvanized welded wire mesh that has been either powder coated or vinyl

coated. I have found these to have really good properties such as rigidity coupled with a certain
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degree of flex in the event of animal impact. One of the best examples of this is Shepherd Mesh®,

although there are numerous companies that produce quality materials in this style including A thru

Z that provides some truly advanced panel products. Priefert® also manufactures this style ofwelded

mesh in a framed powder-coated panel configuration that provides good service as well and, unlike

any other product on the market, can provide an instant enclosure in less than three hours set up time

once the concrete slab has set and cured, which does lend itself to either crisis, quarantine, or off-

exhibit holding applications.

C. E. Shepherd Co., L.P.

2221 Canada Dry Street, Houston TX 77023 USA
Phone: 713.924.4300 Website: http://ceshepherd.com/index.html

Priefert Mfg.

P.O. Box 1540, 2630 South Jefferson Ave.

Mount Pleasant, TX 75456

Phone: 903-572-1741 Website: http://priefert.com/

A thru Z Consulting and Distributing

8620 East Old Vail Rd., Tucson, AZ 85747

Phone: 520-434-8281 Website: http://athruzcages.com/index.html

One important point - the mesh opening and gauge is usually species specific (birds, primates,

hoofstock, and felids). For an example, certain smaller felids may require a 1” x 1” mesh configuration

and roofing as well for species prone to climbing and leaping, (ex: Clouded leopards, margays, and

ocelots).

One of the other styles that I have seen used for primary containment would be industrial piano

wire. It’s a really neat concept and when properly installed and maintained it fades out of the visual

spectrum. The downside is that your animal care staff will likely have to walk it every day and

physically check each individual wire for weakness. Of course, gunite moats and physical barriers

are always a possibility for containing larger felids as well of hoofstock; it just depends on what your

budget can support.

As far as fence material gauge it really depends on what you are planning to hold. Typically, I

prefer using coated 2” x 4” mesh in a 10-gauge or stronger material in a vertical configuration with

a supported roof. If I am using a framed panel then the supports are every ten feet and secured

with tumbuckles to a concrete footer. This caging style also allows me to manage a wide variety of

small and medium sized carnivores with little if any modification. However, this construction style

requires a level site to execute this. Still, this would be over the top for a bird management situation

that would dictate a lighter gauge and smaller enclosed mesh aperture. (Once again, the collection

demographic will dictate the species specific needs.)

For attached mesh applications I drop a heavy metal support post every ten feet in a concrete

encasement three feet into the ground. This style can follow land contours, but works best when

concrete footers are incorporated into the design. Cantilevered supports and hot-wires are a must

for open-topped exhibits to prevent climbing and jump-outs. The single best resource to date for

determining your species-specific needs would be the AZA Husbandry Guidelines for Mammals,

as it encompasses the combined knowledge of the zoological and wildlife profession. Another great

resource for carnivores would be to check the Felid TAG website for specific recommendations and

current developments: http://www.felidtag.org

Conclusion

It should be stated that in any given situation there will be species-specific needs that will dictate the
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nature of your holding capabilities. Unfortunately a column length article restricts addressing every

terrestrial species, much less the complexities of an aquatic or a marine mammal exhibit.

Next Installment (April 2011): What preparations should be taken in advance of an animal shipment

and do you have specific equipment recommendations to accompany an animal shipment or rescue

situation?

If you would like to submit a question for this column or have comments on previously published

materials, please send them to AAZK, Inc., 3601 S.W. 29th St., Suite 133, Topeka, KS 66614 Attn:

Reactions/TXF

(About the Author: Since 1985 Bill has been active in thefields ofscience, zoology, and wildlife manage-

ment. His education and experience include a B.S. in wildlife management and post-graduate studies in

zoology, Lab and Museum Assistant, Shoot Team Leader, ERT Member, Large Mammal Keeper, Senior

Keeper, Curator, and Director at various zoologicalfacilities. His area ofresearch is crisis management
in zoological institutions, which draws upon practical experience and training as a Rescue Diver, Hunter

Safety Instructor, NRA Firearms Instructor, and Red Cross CPRJFirst Aid Instructor)

Website SALE! ! !

Be sure and check out the AAZK website every month for special sale

prices on AAZK logo products, publications, clothing items and more.

A new sale every month!

See: www.aazk/org/shop

for special sale items each month throughout the remainder of 2010.

Visit Lewa in June 2011

I have a few spots still available for AAZK members, friends, and families for a June 13-

23, 2011, zoo group visit to Lewa Conservancy. AAZK members, zoo staff, docents,

and animal conservationists and enthusiasts are eligible to participate in this trip.

Total cost is estimated at about $4500 per person, double-occupancy assumed. The actual cost

may vary as the cost of overseas airfare, and transportation costs in Kenya may vary. The cost will

include RT flights to Lewa, via Nairobi, transfer fees, overnight stay in Nairobi, eight (8) nights at Lewa
Safari Camp, two (2) nights at the international award winning II Ngwesi Group Ranch (operated by
Masai), daily conservation fees, all meals and safari activities. Tips, optional excursions, and alcohol

are not included. Total cost will be determined by trip leader and communicated to participants.

Both Safari Camp and II Ngwesi assume double occupancy and “triples” are also available at both

venues. Roommate assistance will be provided by trip leaders as required. An optional Four-day,

three-night extension to Richard’s Camp in the Masai Mara is available as well - June 23-26, 2011.

Larry and Betsy Clement will be trip leaders. We are veteran guides, avid wildlife photographers, and active

conservationistspromoting thewelfare ofLewaand conservation organizations
engaged in the preservation ofAfrican wildlife. The 20 1 1 trip will be our fourth

adventure to Lewa. Please visit Lewa.org and RichardsCamp.com for previews

of facilities and landscape. Trip leaders are volunteers and AAZK members.

Limited spaces available - please contacts Larry Clement (727-738-

8882) or send email to Travel2Lewa@tampabay.rr.com for more
information. Entire trip will encompass dates on or about June 1 0 - 28, 201 1

.
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“It Takes a Village to Move a Bison”

By Carrie Novosel, Senior Keeper

Chicago Zoological Society s Brookfield Zoo
Brookfield, IL

Introduction

In January of 2010 keepers at Chicago Zoological Society’s Brookfield Zoo began preparing the

American bison {Bison bison) herd to move to the zoo’s newly constructed Great Bear Wilderness

exhibit. The herd consisted of 11 -year-olds Becky and Drew, and 10-year-olds Ron and Judy.

Additionally, two female yearling calves were going through quarantine during this time at a separate

location. The bison herd was managed fairly hands-off other than shifting for cleaning and accepting

some hand-fed treats at the fence line.

Keepers, along with our associate curator and behavioral husbandry manager, recognized the need for

a team approach to trailer training our herd for a successful move to their new exhibit. We developed

a training team specific to bison and created a list of goals before we got started on the actual training.

A formal shaping plan, with a list of training steps, was developed for each goal. Some of our goals

were: to station train the herd members to have better control over shifting; desensitize each bison

to separate from the herd for short periods of time; desensitize the herd to shift through a bam; and,

most importantly, to train each individual to voluntarily enter a trailer for transport.

Training Process

The bison were moved in a standard two-horse trailer with special modifications to accommodate

this particular set-up and to protect the trailer from the bison’s potential destructiveness. Animal

Programs staff coordinated with the zoo’s welders, carpenters, mechanics, and grounds crew to

discuss both trailer set-up and safety modifications. Given the potential for the bison to damage the

trailer once the doors were closed behind them, the carpenters lined the entire trailer with two layers

of one-inch plywood, including the windows. A ‘Dutch’ door at the front of the trailer, which was

part of the original trailer design, was lined in such a way that the door was still usable to call animals

into the trailer. The original trailer set-up had two swinging doors on the back with a built- in ramp

that folded up over the doors.

Due to safety concerns involved with closing a swinging door behind an adult bison, our welders and

carpenters fit the trailer with a set of sliding doors that could be operated from outside the animal’s

enclosure. The door track was wider than some of the gates the trailer would be passing through so

welders modified the track to fold in on itself once the doors were closed. Each door was fitted with

a metal tongue along the bottom, which fit into a steel track along the bottom of the doorframe to add

extra security to the door. A steel plate was also welded at the top of the doorframe to take pressure

offof the door track in the event of force from inside the trailer. Once the doors were closed they were

secured shut with a butterfly pin as well as a steel bar that slid across the doors and fit into a hinged

receiver. A piece of steel along the midsection of each door helped guide the bar as it was slid from

one side to the next, as well as adding strength and rigidity to the wood doors. Once the cross bar

was fit through the receiver on each side, pins were inserted to keep it in place. The ramp could then

be folded up and chained to the bar during transport.

While crews were busy modifying the trailer, keepers were busy starting the training process.

Stationing the bison became first priority since it would give keepers more control of the herd before

beginning other behaviors. Keepers clipped several black rubber grain pans to the chain-link fence

line and began using a two-inch PVC pipe, cut vertically, as a ‘chute’ to pour the bison’s daily grain

ration into the food pan as reinforcement. At this time keepers also began ringing a cow bell at the

start of each session as a cue that it was time for training and that each animal should go to a station.
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The bison began responding to the sound of the cow bell within just a few days. Since we had more

feeding stations set up than bison, we also began clipping visual cues (black plastic squares with a

white X taped across the front) to the fence above the grain pans at the beginning of each session to

mark which stations would be used that day.

One of the main obstacles the keepers had to overcome in the training process was dealing with the

social interaction amongst herd members. Due to time constraints, keepers decided not to focus on

a cooperative feeding strategy, but rather stationed the most dominant animals first and the most

subordinate animal last. That being said, animals were only reinforced by the keeper with whom
they started the session to avoid displacement. Proper timing of reinforcement was crucial to keep

animals occupied and engaged during the session. This strategy was very successful, with one major

drawback - it required us to have one keeper for each animal being trained, which often caused a

strain on staffing.

The keepers’ next goal was to begin shifting the bison from one yard to the next by passing through

a two-stall bam instead of the normal shift gate. Keepers had better visual access and better control

over shifting by using the bam as opposed to the shift gate. After allowing the bison a few days to

acclimate to the bam, they were only allowed to shift from one yard to the other by moving through

the bam. Shifting the bison through the bam helped facilitate another goal - desensitizing each bison

to be separated from the herd. By combining the stationing behavior with better visual access during

shifting, keepers were able to accomplish this goal in a few short weeks.

About two months before the

bison were scheduled to move,

keepers began working on the

task of trailer training each

bison. The process began by

simply allowing the animals

to have access to the trailer

and feeding a portion of their

hay ration inside the trailer.

Within one week, each animal

was observed spending time

inside the trailer, though the

more dominant animals were

observed inside more often.

During each training session

keepers would station an animal

in the trailer by setting up their

food pan inside the trailer and calling them from the Dutch door. Focus was placed on training the

dominant animal first, then working down to the most subordinate animal. While keepers did wiggle

and occasionally move the trailer doors with the animals inside, the doors were never closed while

an animal as inside during training.

Figure 1: Training team members Amy, Roger, and Diane station

the bison during a training session. (Photo: JimSchuiz, czs staffphotographer)

About one week before bison were scheduled to move to the new exhibit, the 0.2 calves were

introduced to the group. The decision to do the introduction at this time was based, in large part,

on the fact that keepers were more familiar with the current housing and felt better able to respond

in an emergency. While the introduction went very smoothly, the introduction of the calves did

have an impact on trailer training; most notably, the subordinate animals, especially Becky, refused

to separate from the calves for training, or any other reason. The subordinate animals were also

suddenly reluctant to shift through the bam and would only pass through a gate between the yards.

Fortunately we had planned to move the two dominant animals a week before the rest of the group

and those individuals continued to respond well to training. Also an unexpected plus was the fact
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that the adults allowed the calves to step into the trailer with them to gain access to hay so the calves

Animal programs and veterinary

staff agreed to offer each animal a

mild sedative before transport. The

decision to medicate was based

partly on the potential for the bison

to damage the traileronce contained

inside, and partly on the fact that

keepers felt that if an attempt to

contain a bison within the trailer

failed they did not have enough

time to recover the behavior by

the exhibit opening deadline. All

herd members were given a long-

acting sedative three days before

transport. The adult members were

also given a shorter acting drug

the night before transport. (Note:

Considering that the move went so

smoothly, and that each animal was so well acclimated to the trailer, Animal Programs staff do not

feel that sedatives would be necessary in future transports with similar training.)

Figure 2: Trailer training the male bison.

(Photo: Jim Schulz, CZS staffphotographer)

The coordinated efforts of multiple departments and team members resulted in the successful move
of each animal. Keepers had to be slightly more flexible while loading the subordinate females since

they were still reluctant to shift without the calves, and were still not reliable about transferring

through the bam. Despite this set back, each of the herd members loaded onto the trailer voluntarily

and all stayed surprisingly calm during transport. The male even re-entered the trailer after off-

loading to finish his grain! A well-coordinated team approach, with open communication throughout,

was critical in making this move possible.

Conclusion

Upon arrival at the new exhibit, herd members were reintroduced without incident and all quickly

acclimated to their surroundings. Keepers have been able to retain

the cow bell sound cue as a means of shifting the bison off-exhibit

at the end of the day. Keepers also continue to utilize the stationing

behavior as a means to separate the adult male and calves from the

adult females so they can all receive separate diet amounts. This

behavior will also be used in the future to allow keepers to weigh

individual animals.
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Conservation in Your Community

By Victor Aim, Lead Keeper
Oakland Zoo

9777 GolfLinks Road, Oakland, CA 94605

victor@oaklandzoo. org

Abstract

Whenever I attend animal conservation lectures at my zoo or at national conferences and workshops

I often walk away feeling inspired, charged up, and ready to make a difference. I want to travel to

South America, Africa, the Arctic, Asia, and many other places where this work is happening and

get involved on the ground with the people who are on the front lines of global wildlife conservation

efforts and field projects. However, to make my dreams come true I need to face the economic

realities of getting to these places, such as the cost of flights, time off of work, as well as the costs

of living and working at those projects. When you take all of that into consideration it can be a bit

deflating and delay or stop you from moving forward. But why should that be? The answer is that it

should not and one can continue to move forward by looking into local options.

In most regions of the country there are numerous local opportunities for keepers to put their skills

to work in their own communities and make a meaningful contribution to wildlife conservation on a

regular basis. This is what I chose to do in my neighborhood of the San Francisco Bay area. Having

found a niche for my family and myself at a marine life hospital, rehabilitation, and research center,

I have been able to use my own personal skills in captive animal husbandry (care, assessment, along

with capture and restraint) to aid in their mission. Furthermore, one can take steps to help build a

connection between their zoo and local conservation organizations in the avenues of informational

and expertise sharing. Keepers can be a powerful force and example for conservation in the natural

world and we can do so by looking not only globally but in our own backyards as well.

Introduction

Many of the top threats to wildlife on this planet tend to fall under five major categories: Invasive

species, climate change, pollution, habitat change/destruction, and exploitation. When I attend

conservation lectures at my own zoo, listen to talks and keynote speakers at national conferences

and workshops, or speak with friends who have participated in field-based research projects that

aim to learn more or tackle the above threats, I walk away feeling inspired, charged up, wanting to

get involved, and make a difference for the numerous species that are at risk in the field. I want

to travel abroad to South America to work with macaws, giant river otters, tapir, jaguar, and golden

dart frogs. I want to visit Africa and work with hyena, elephants, cheetahs, rhinos, and painted

dogs. I want to study in Asia and work with red panda, sun bear, flying fox, tigers, snow leopards

and Burmese mountain tortoises. I want to find a way to get to the arctic and work with polar bear,

seals, and whales.

This aim could be accomplished through many avenues from habitat and resource protection, learning

more about a particular species through behavioral/natural history research, population censusing,

community outreach/education and support, direct rescue and rehabilitation, or just using the unique

skills acquired as an animal care professional to help out. These are my dreams and desires. However,

there are economic and family realities that one must face when you make that transition between

inspiration and action, such as the costs associated with work in the field (plane tickets, living in

another country, fees or donations, etc.), costs associated with your career (can you get the time away
from work, is your employer supportive, do you need to leave your job?), and family costs (rent or

mortgage, leaving and care for your family, leaving and care for your pets, support from your family

and friends). Furthermore, there is the potential environmental impact of the actual travel itself

(fuel, one time use supplies, etc.). The reality of these costs can be overwhelming and can serve as a
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major roadblock in terms of delaying or stopping one from moving forward, and give an excuse for

remaining in the status quo once the inspirational high has worn off.

But why should that be? The answer is that it should not and one can continue to move forward

with their conservation desires by looking locally. In the San Francisco Bay area, as in many other

regions of the country, there are numerous local opportunities for keepers to put their skills to work

in their own communities and make meaningful contributions to wildlife conservation on a regular

basis. Through work with the western pond turtle and several marine mammals of the north pacific,

I have got to do just that.

Looking Abroad or Farther Afield

I do not in any way mean to downplay the importance of field conservation work outside ofmy local

community or out of this country. Far from it, but the economic and family realities can serve as a

deterrent for many. Many ofmy colleagues and friends have overcome these deterrents and have had

the opportunity to travel abroad or to different regions of the United States and work on field projects

associated with the Oakland Zoo or their own personal interests. These projects have ranged from

aiding in the recovery and rehabilitation of sunbears taken from the illegal pet trade in Borneo; aiding

in the rehab and recovery of gray seals during a major outbreak of lung worm in The Netherlands;

helping with the cheetah conservation fund in Namibia; assisting in behavioral and seismic detection

research with elephants in Namibia; and home range and habitat use of American black bear in

Virginia. Costs associated with these five cases working in the field, ranged from approximately

$1000 to $7000 dollars. Costs associated with their careers centered on uniform support in their

project of choice by all of their employers, but that support ranged from just giving the time off with

no pay to allowing use of vacation and partial pay. The family costs associated with my friends and

colleagues focused mainly on finding care for pets.

Looking Local or in Your Own Backyard

My path was a bit different then those mentioned above. The drive to participate with meaningful

conservation work was present, but the economic realities of traveling abroad or even across the

country were large. Although the Oakland Zoo, as my employer, has always been very supportive of

giving time to participate in field conservation (set limits on paid time and unpaid time according to

policy) the costs of getting to and staying in country along with the costs of leaving my wife, infant

son, and pets for an extended period of time were too much for my budget and marriage.

After several years of riding on highs and lows associated with learning about and trying to get to

field conservation projects farther afield, I changed my focus and looked in my own backyard. In

my search through the numerous options in my local community of the San Francisco Bay area I

found, and became involved in, two avenues of conservation that encompass my own criteria for

involvement listed in the introduction. The first avenue is the population rehabilitation ofthe Western

Pond Turtle (Actinemys marmorata) through the Head Start Program, which has partnered Sonoma

State University with several zoos in Northern California (Oakland and San Francisco) and is based

on head start programs modeled in Washington, with Woodland Park Zoo, and in Oregon, with the

Oregon Zoo. Head starting is the process of raising Western Pond Turtles in a captive setting until

they are large enough or past the point of being threatened by their major predators, then releasing

them back into the wild (Fink et ah, 2009).

Since they are listed as a species of special concern by the California Department of Fish and Game,

this head starting program at Northern California Zoos fits in with the overall Western Pond Turtle

conservation strategy and species studies (temperature dependent sex determination, nest fidelity,

and wild diet) for the State of California (Fink et al., 2009). My specific role in the Oakland Zoo

Head Start Program was to use my skills as a keeper to help head start the turtles by providing

consistent and quality care of the turtles while at our facility, which is an approximate 10-month time

period during each season of egg collection. In that time the turtles will have grown from hatchlings

to the size of a two-year-old wild adult. This project has allowed me to use my skills as a keeper to
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directly learn about and help rehabilitate the population of a declining species by releasing them back

into the wild. Furthermore the costs associated with it are minimal. My employer has given me full

financial support to participate in the Head Start Program (the care for turtles takes place during a

normal work day), there are no travel costs or program fees associated with caring for the turtles, and

I have not had to leave my family or pets to participate. In fact, there is opportunity to involve them

in the project as I look into expanding my role in the program to help eight other keepers with egg

collections and releases of head started turtles during a three-week period each year. The role ofmy
family and I in this other expansion of responsibilities would be up to three days per year, and would

be minimal in cost as I would only need to provide for gas money to get to the egg collection and

release sites north of the city of Sonoma (a few hours drive). I would also have to provide money for

food and camping equipment. All and all this expanded role would cost me about $150 a year.

My second avenue of local conservation is through the rescue and rehabilitation of several marine

mammals that inhabit the northern pacific oceans. This rescue and rehabilitation focuses mainly on

the northern elephant seal (mirounga angustirostris), California sea lion (.Zalophus californianus),

northern fur seal (Callorhinus ursinus), and the pacific harbor seal (Phoca vitulina richardsii) through

volunteer work at the Marine Mammal Center, in Sausalito, CA. The mission of the Marine Mammal
Center is to recognize our interdependence with marine mammals, their importance as sentinels ofthe

ocean environment, and our responsibility to use awareness, compassion, and intelligence to ensure

their survival and the conservation of their habitat (Marine Mammal Center, 2009). This mission

is accomplished by being a member of the national marine mammal stranding network as well as

through a comprehensive strategy of the rescue and rehabilitation of stranded marine mammals,

releasing rehabilitated animals back into their natural habitat, increasing knowledge of marine

mammals through research and information sharing of results, and increasing public awareness about

marine mammals and their importance through communication and education with the professional

community and general public (Marine Mammal Center, 2009).

Being a volunteer in both the animal care and stranding departments for this organization has allowed

me to again utilize my animal care skills to directly learn about, assess and capture stranded marine

mammals, rehabilitate an animal for release back into the wild, as well as educate the general public

about the threats to marine mammals and the work being done to respond to those threats. In Animal

Care my duties are keeping and updating animal records, logging in and setting up new arrivals to

the center (tagging, weighing, and feeding them initial meal), performing general husbandry duties

(diet prep, feeding, tube feeding, and cleaning), and basic medical care (prepping medications,

administering medications, and assisting my crew leader or vets) (Marine Mammal Center, 2009).

I volunteer for this department once a week and the only costs are money for a basic membership

along with gas and bridge toll to reach the center. There are no career costs as I am doing this on

my own time, and there are no family costs, only benefits as my whole family participates with me
in this endeavor.

In stranding my duties can be assessment of a stranded animal (Species, Age Class, Weight/Body

Condition, Wounds/Injuries, Responsiveness, Vocalization, Behavior, Hydration Level, and Human
interactions), public relations with the general public (on public beaches and trails), and rescue (a

team effort) (Marine Mammal Center, 2008). I volunteer in this department once a week during

work hours and the costs associated with this are gas to reach stranding sites, career costs are minimal

as my employer is fully supportive of my involvement at the Marine Mammal Center and has even

allowed me to participate in this department during work hours if needed. Family costs are minimal

as this takes place during work hours if the need arises. All and all it probably costs my whole

family around $700 spread out through the whole year’s budget to participate at the Marine Mammal
Center.

How to Find Local Opportunities

Depending on where one lives finding local opportunities to participate in conservation-based field

work can be plentiful or more difficult to find. To help aid anyone in their search for local based
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conservation I have put together a list of resources that can help you track down a local opportunity

or project in your area.

Your Own Zoo
I would recommend starting off your search with an investigation into the activities of your own
zoo’s conservation and education departments. Some of the projects and organizations they

support through lecture opportunities along with staff or monetary contributions just might be local.

Furthermore, these projects can be more likely to get institutional support for your involvement as

they are most likely already in alignment with mission and goals of your zoo. This is how I found

the Western Pond Turtle Head Start Program along with a variety of local speakers who are doing

work in our region (California Native Bat Conservancy, California Condor Project through Ventura

Wildlife Society, Bay Area Puma Project, Bear Family Program through East Bay Regional Parks,

and the California Wolf Center). I ended up pursuing the Western Pond Turtle Project but there were

many other options available for me to explore. Furthermore, talk to your co-workers and see what

they are involved in. Perhaps one of your colleagues is involved in something local that they can

introduce you to. This is how I found the Marine Mammal Center.

Wildlife Rehabbers Network
There are numerous websites out there that can plug you into the network of wildlife rehab and help

you locate organizations in your area that are dedicated to rescuing, rehabilitating, and releasing

wildlife. Many of these types of organizations in the San Francisco Bay Area, such as the Marine

Mammal Center, Lindsay Wildlife Center, and the Ohlone Humane Society, use volunteers as the

heart of their operations. Some of my favorite sources for locating rehab organizations are listed

below

• The Wildlife Rehabilitors Directory (http://www.wildliferehabbers.org ) is a website that can give

you a list of permitted wildlife rehab groups by proximity of up to 250 miles from your own local

area code along with a list of the most commons animals they see and work with.

• Southeastern Outdoors also puts out a website (http://www.southeastemoutdoors.com/wildlife/

rehabilitators/directorv-us.html ) that lists wildlife rehabbers by state. The only catch here is that

groups need to register with this site to be listed so it may not have everything in your state.

University, Government, and Non-Profit Jobs

The job board website run by Texas A&M Department of Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences (http://

wfsc.tamu.edu/iobboard) lists wildlife-basedjob opportunities such as full time biologists, temporary

field technicians, along with master’s and doctoral student opportunities. Although you might not

be interested in a career change, these opportunities my lead you to projects in your area that are

associated with government, non-profit, and university-sponsored projects. You never know, they

might just be looking for someone to volunteer and work for free on a project related to habitat

and resource protection, learning more about a particular species through behavioral/natural history

research, population censusing, or community outreach/education and support.

Regional Park Systems

Your local regional park district may also be a great place to look for opportunities to get involved.

Many regional parks are actively involved in habitat restoration, resource protection, invasive plant

removal, and trail maintenance related activities. A great example is seen with the East Bay Regional

Parks website (http://www.ebparks .org/getinvolved/volunteer)

.

National Campaigns

Some organizations use national campaigns to create a snapshot of wildlife during certain times of

the year and create a database of information that can be used by scientists across the country to study

and answer questions on wildlife trends. A great example of this is seen with the Great Backyard

Bird Count (http://www.birdsource.org/gbbc/). This annual four-day event helps to document

distribution and movements on many different species of birds in relation to habitat, temperature,
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disease, and other environmental phenomenon. It also helps to draw attention to species that may

need conservation attention. These types of projects can be a great way to represent a piece of your

own local community in a larger picture.

Possibilities of Partnerships

One of the greatest rewards and possibilities in working with any conservation organization is the

possibility of forming a partnership between yourself, your zoo, and the conservation organization

you support whether it is local or abroad. However, there is a certain excitement and pride of being

a part of a zoo that is engaged in its local and native wildlife conservation efforts. This support can

come through the support of funds or staff time, but can really take offby taking your relationship to

next level of exchanging information, expertise, and equipment towards a common goal. You could

even be the catalyst or experiment in a burgeoning relationship. This has been the case with my
work at the marine mammal center. The Oakland Zoo is looking at the work that I and other staff

members do there as steps towards developing a conservation partnership. This would be done by

supporting the work of the Marine Mammal Center with Oakland Zoo staff time, as well a creating

the opportunity for volunteers and staff members of the Marine Mammal Center to share their work

with a new audience. As for the Western Pond Turtle Project, this type of relationship has really

started to blossom between the Oakland Zoo, San Francisco Zoo, and Sonoma State University,

opening many doors for both students and staff to share and collaborate.

Conclusion

Wanting to get involved in wildlife conservation and the projects, organizations, and people who help

to solve and reduce the numerous threats wild animals face in our modem society is not something

that we should only dream about when we get enough money to travel abroad. Wildlife conserva-

tion is also not something that only happens in other countries - there is a lot of amazing work going

on right around your own zoo or community. Although finding that work can be a challenge, there

are resources and directories on the web and at your own zoo that can help you in finding them. In

my case I was able to use those resources to help find some very rewarding local and affordable

wildlife conservation opportunities that captivate my own personal interests and go along with my
own personal goals, skills, philosophies, and family life. On top of that, I have been able to take my
involvement in the wildlife conservation work I help with to nuture the early stages of a partnership

plan that emphasizes information and expertise exchanges between the Oakland Zoo and the Marine

Mammal Center. Keepers can be a powerful force and example for conservation in the natural world

and we can do so by looking not only globally but in our own backyards as well.
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Corc^irvatlon/iLegislative/Update/

Column Coordinators: Becky Richendollar, North Carolina Zoo
and Greg McKinney, Philadelphia PA

This month s column was put together by

column co-coordinator Becky Richendollar

Pandas Slated for Canadian Visit -The Toronto Zoo has finalized

negotiations with the Chinese government about the loan of two giant

pandas (.Ailuropoda melanoleuca). The animals, now living in a zoo in Chongqing, will begin their

Canadian experience in 2012. The pandas will live at

the Toronto Zoo for 5 years, then move on to Calgary

Zoo for 5 years, and then finish their stay with 5 years

at the Granby Zoo, in Quebec.

Zoo officials have been negotiating with the Chinese

government for 9 years in an effort to borrow the rare

animals. Now the work will begin trying to obtain

funding for a new $10 million exhibit to house the

animals. In addition, the Toronto Zoo will pay a yearly

fee of $ 1 million to the Chinese government for the

pandas. The zoo estimates that the pandas will bring

in $10 million annually, offsetting the cost of housing

the animals. Source: Toronto Sun, October 31, 2010

Indian Rhino Calf Dies - Staff at the Cincinnati Zoo & Botanical Garden faced heartbreak in late

October as they dealt with the death of their new Indian rhino calf {Rhinoceros unicornis). The

male calf survived for only 13 hours. The calf’s mother, 18-year-old Nikki, gave birth to a stillborn

female calf in 2008. Both pregnancies were achieved through artificial insemination using frozen-

thawed sperm. The sperm had been collected from Bronx

Zoo resident Vinu.

The pregnancy had progressed without complications, but

the calf was not breathing or moving at birth. He did have

a heartbeat and staff performed CPR for 45 minutes until

he began to breathe on his own. His blood work and body

condition appeared normal, and the calf was vocalizing

with his mother in an adjacent stall. Nikki was doing well

after the birth, allowing keepers to collect milk from her

so they could feed the baby once his condition was stable.

After only 13 hours, the calf stopped breathing and zoo

staff were unable to resuscitate him a second time.

There are currently approximately 70 Indian rhinos, also

called Greater One Homed rhinos, in the United States.

Breeding the animals can be challenging as they are often 0.1 Indian rhino calfbom there in

extremely aggressive during courtship which can result in October. The calf lived for 13 hours,

serious injuries. (Photo: Cincinnati Zoo)

The Indian rhino is listed as vulnerable with 70% of its population living in India’s Kaziranga

National Park. Source: Cincinnati.com, October 26, 2010

Giant Panda in Sichuan, China
(Photo: Wikipedia.com)
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AZA Benefits from Zooborns - Two years ago Chris Eastland, an artist and photographer from

Brooklyn, NY and Andrew Bleiman of Chicago joined to create the website ZooBoms.com. The

site, which receives a million hits monthly, features new bom animals from zoos and aquariums from

around the world. The pair say the only requirement to be included on the site is cuteness.

Now the site creators are publishing two hardcover books, one a children’s book and the other for

adults. Both are entitled “ZooBoms!” and the Association of Zoos and Aquariums will receive 10%
from sales of the books. AZA doesn’t only benefit from the profit, but also because promoting zoo

births is good for conservation.

Since last summer, the website has featured over 600 births from 165 different species. The species

are mostly birds and mammals, although once they featured a photo of a baby Caecilian, a legless

amphibian at the Tennessee Aquarium. Eastland confirmed that the site’s all time most popular photo

was of the Fennec Fox. This photo is on the cover of the upcoming book. Source: AP, November 5,

2010

Fight for Polar Bear Not Over - In early November, a federal judge asked the United States

Department of the Interior to re-think the 2008 decision about listing the polar bear as Endangered.

The ruling resulted from a lawsuit brought against the Department of the Interior by the Center for

Biological Diversity, the Natural Resources Defense Council, and Greenpeace.

The three conservation groups originally petitioned

the Bush administration to list the polar bear as

Endangered under the Endangered Species Act. In

2008 the Bush administration agreed to list the polar

bear as Threatened. At that time, Bush officials felt that

polar bear extinction was not imminent, which they

argued was a requirement for an Endangered listing. In

his ruling, U.S. District Judge Emmet Sullivan rejected

that argument, and ordered that the Interior Department

re-examine the text of the Endangered Species Act and

reconsider its definition of Endangered.

“Protecting the polar bear’s home is the same as

protecting us all from the dangers of climate change,

and the best way to do that is to acknowledge the

danger of climate change and act on it. The Obama administration can take a step in this direction

by giving the bears the protecting they deserve,” said Dan Howells, deputy campaign director of

Greenpeace. The judge set the next hearing date for February, 2011. Source: Center for Biological

Diversity
;
November 5, 2010

Rare Turtles Saved from Soup - Fifty Yellow-Headed Temple Turtles (Hieremys annandalii)

were rescued from Hong Kong where they were being illegally smuggled to China. An endangered

species, the Yellow-Headed Temple Turtle can grow up to two feet in length.

Officials did not know where the confiscated turtles had originally been captured so were unable

to release them back in to the wild. No home for the large turtles could be found. Then the Turtle

Survival Alliance (TSA) became involved. The Texas-based organization sent out a plea to its

members and quickly raised enough funds to fly the turtles to the United States.

“It doesn’t sound like much of a challenge to house 50 turtles, but you have to remember that this

species can reach two feet long and weigh more than 35 pounds,” said Rick Hudson, conservation

biologist and TSA President. “They need large outdoor ponds with clean water and warm temperatures

year-round.

Polar Bears are being reconsidered for

the Endangered Species List.

(Photo: Polar Bears International)
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Taiwan-based EVA airlines agreed to fly the turtles to the U.S. at a discounted fair, and the turtles were

flown to Florida. After a stop at the Jacksonville Zoo for examinations, the turtles were transported

to private property in Florida. The TSA hopes to see some breeding out of the group over the next

few years. This population will serve to ensure that the species does not become extinct. Source:

ENN, November 3, 2010

Latest Estimates from Deepwater Horizon Spill - In November, the federal government’s

website pertaining to the Deepwater

Horizon Oil Spill released the latest tally

of animals affected by the spill. The site,

restorethegulf.gov, consolidates numbers

from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration. As of 1 November, the

numbers were: 6,104 dead birds, 609

dead sea turtles and 100 dead mammals.

These numbers come from five states:

Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi,

and Texas.

The report also catalogs the number of

birds and wildlife that have been collected

alive and how many of those were visibly

oiled. Experts collected 535 living sea

turtles, 456 of which were visibly oiled. Mammals fared better, with two out of nine live mammals
collected visibly oiled. Worst were the birds: 2,079 have been collected alive, every single one of

them visibly oiled.

It is important to note that all ofthese numbers are estimates and that some of the animals killed could

have died from natural causes. Source: Discovery News, November 2, 2010

L.A. Zoo Opens New Elephant Exhibit - In December, the L.A. Zoo welcomed visitors to its

new Elephants ofAsia exhibit. The new six-acre exhibit features a waterfall, pools, sand substrate,

and several features for its residents. Billy, the zoo’s 25-year-old Asian elephant was led to his

new exhibit in November. Billy followed a trail of pumpkins keepers had put out for him and

began exploring his new exhibit. Zoo staff said that watching Billy enjoy the new space was “an

amazing and rewarding sight.” The new exhibit will educate visitors about Asian elephants (Elephas

maximus) and their cultural significance in India, China, Thailand, and Cambodia. Visitors will also

be given an opportunity to donate specifically to causes that can help these animals in their native

habitats. Source: AZA, November 5, 2010

World Leaders Adopt New Biodiversity Plan - In October environmental leaders from nations

around the globe met in Nagoya, Japan. After several days of negotiations, officials reached

agreements that could help stem the alarming rate of extinction worldwide.

Among the agreements made, participants vowed to expand nature reserves to 17% of the world’s

land area by 2020. This would be an increase from the 10% we have in reserves today. In addition,

the world’s aquatic life would be provided with greater protection as 10% of the world’s oceans

would fall into a marine protected zone, which is up from only 1% right now.

Late night negotiations also saw delegates at this United Nations Conference on Biodiversity agreeing

to what is known as the Nagoya Protocol. This agreement emphasized the importance of sharing

Volunteers at the Fort Jackson Wildlife Rehabilitation

Center in Louisiana wash an oil-covered pelican

The bird was rescued from Barataria Bay.

(Photo: Carolyn Cole /Los Angeles Times /May 25, 2010)
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genetic resources with undeveloped nations and indigenous communities. This would allow that

any pharmaceuticals or other economically valuable items that were used from a certain area would

benefit the economy of the area in which that item came from. All of the delegates at the conference

signed the Protocol.

Amid concern about lack of funding and the absence of support from the United States, several

delegates were hopeful. “This is a day to celebrate in terms of a new and innovative response to

the alarming loss of biodiversity and ecosystems,” said Achim Steiner, executive director of the UN
Environment Program. Source: guardian.co.uk, October 29, 2010

California Condor Population Hits 100 - The total number of wild, free-flying

condors (Gymnogyps californianus) in California

has reached 100, the most in half a century.

The U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service announced the

landmark Wednesday, crediting a captive breeding

program started in Southern California in 1982,

when there were only 22 wild condors in the state.

Young condors bom in captivity are released into the

wild every fall at Pinnacles National Monument in

Central California and Bitter Creek National Wildlife

Refuge on the southwest side of the San Joaquin

Valley. The flock will get another bump over the

next few months with the release of 1 1 juveniles.

The big birds are also reproducing on their own in the wild,

adding 16 young to the California population since 2004.

The carrion-eating birds, known for their huge

wingspan (9.5 feet) and memorable visage, soared

from Mexico to Canada at the time of

settlement. Their numbers plummeted with loss

of habitat and the decline of the large mammal populations they fed on. More recently,

lead poisoning from ammunition and the ingestion of bits of trash have taken a toll.

Arizona, Utah and Baja Mexico also have wild populations. But even when captive birds are counted,

there are fewer than 400 California condors in the world. Source: USFWS, October 28, 2010

World Turns Eyes to Disappearing Tigers - For three days, forestry officials from nepal and

Myanmar, wildlife officials fromLaos and Malaysia, and environmentalists from Bangladesh and

Thailand roamed the gilt halls of czarist-ear palaces in St. Petersburg, Russia, talking of tigers and

searching for the political will to save them. That resolve was pronounced “found” by Russian Prime

Minister Vladimir Putin, who shared a dais at the International Tiger Forum with Chinese Premier

Wen Jaibao and World Bank President Robert Zoellick, among others

“We have put the tiger on the agenda of the international community,” said Putin,adding that when
heads of government take the time to meet on behalf of a big cat, they are serious indeed.

“The world is looking at us to act boldly,” said Nepalese Prime Minister Madhav Kumar Nepal. “We
need less conservation and moreconservation.”

Tigers are in desperate straits. Their numbers have dwindled to 3,200 from about 100,000 a century

*; $> |v *:;p

A California condor protects its chick

in a nest cave near Hopper Mountain

National Wildlife Refuge.

(Photo: U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service)
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ago, and they are expected to become extinct unless

there is a concerted effort to stop poaching of the

cats and their prey and to protect the wide landscape

they inhabit.

The summit of 13 tiger-range countries - which

include Vietnam, India, Indonesia, Cambodia and

North Korea - were convened to endorse the Global

Tiger Recovery Program. Under the plan, the

delegates committed doubling the number of tigers

by 2022 by developing conservation programs and

cooperating across national boundaries to stop

poaching and illegal trade in tiger parts.

An additional $350 million is needed over the

next five years to pay for the program, which

was initiated two years ago when a World Bank

employee told Zoellick that tigers were about to

disappear, “When you hear that, you’re shocked,”

said Zoellick. From that moment, the tiger became a World Bank cause. The bank has a presence

in all the tiger countries, Zoellick pointed out, and knows not only the officials at the top but the

government workers who run things. The bank knows donors, too. The bank is fine-tuning the way
it operates and won’t finance infrastructure in core tiger areas.

Zoelick said the bank hopes to provide $100 million in financing to help prevent illegal trade in tiger

partsand poaching in Nepal, Bangladesh, Bhutanand possibly India. Other commitments came from

the World Wildlife Fund for at least $50 million; the United Statesfor $9.2 million to fight poaching

and traffiking; Germany for $17.2 million for landscape conservation; the Wildlife Conservation

Society for $85 million; and the Global Environmental Facility for $12 million.

Was the summit a success? Joe Walston, the Wildlife Conservation Society’s Asia director, considered

the question. “We’ll know in 12 years,” he said. Source: The Washingtn Post, by Kathy Lally November

24, 2010.

The tiger’s future will depend on the will of

nations to commit to its survival. (Stock Photo)

Once thought to be extinct, the

Sierra Nevada red fox may be

alive and thriving.

(Photo: LATimes.com)

Two More Rare Red Foxes Confirmed in Sierra Nevada

Once thought to be extinct, federal wildlife biologists have

confirmed sightings of two more rare Sierra Nevada red foxes

( Vulpes vulpes necator) they believe are related to one that was

photographed this summer near Yosemite National Park.

More importantly, scientists say DNA samples show enough

diversity in the animals to suggest a “fairly strong population”

of the foxes may secretly be doing quite well in the rugged

mountains about 90 miles south of Reno.

The first confirmed sighting in two decades came in August

when a female Sierra Nevada red fox was discovered in the

Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest. Forest Service officials

confirmed that two additional red foxes—one male and one

female—were photographed within about four miles of the

original in September. Source: Associated Prss by Scott Sonner,

December 3, 2010
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AAZK Membership Application (Please Print) Check here ifrenewal [ ]
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Email

Mailing Address

City State/Province Zip/Postal Code Country

U.S. Members* Canadian Members*

LJl $45.00 Professional [LJ $45.00 Professional

1

Full-time Keeper
1

^ Full-time Keeper

LJ $40.00 Affiliate l_l $40.00 Affiliate

. Other staff& volunteers
1

. Other staff& volunteers

U $30.00 Student U $30.00 Student
Must supply copy ofcurrent student Must supply copy ofcurrent student

ID at time ofapplication
| 1

ID at time ofapplication
1 1

LJ $70.00 or up - Individuals LJ $70.00 or up - Individuals

Contributing/U.S. Contributing/Canada

CZJ $150.00 or up Q $150.00 or up

Institutional/U.S. Institutional/Canada
Organizations/Institutions Organizations/Institutions

(requires Board approval)

|

L

(requires Board approval)

LJ $150.00 Commercial Member $45.00 Library Only
(i.e. animal-relatedfood & supplies) Available ONLY to public &

university libraries (In U.S.)

$60.00 International Members (All members outside U.S. & Canada regardless ofcategory)

Zoo Affiliation (if any)

Zoo Address

Title

LJ My check is enclosed (AAZK, Inc.)

Mastercard Visa Card#

Please charge my credit card

Name on card Expiration date

Signature

Mail this application to: AAZK Administrative Offices, 3601 SW 29th St., Suite 133, Topeka, KS 66614-2054.

Make checks/money orders payable to AAZK, Inc. Must be in U.S. FUNDS ONLY . Membership includes a

subscription to Animal Keepers ’Forum. The membership card is good for free or discounted admission to many
zoos and aquariums in the U.S. and Canada.

Printed in U.S. A.

©2011 AAZK, Inc.
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